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Hinterlands
It was one hot, rainy summer night at dinner in the small rented
house at Govetts Leap, covered with wisteria, surrounded by
funnel-web and black house spiders, that T. put her fork down
and said, “I can’t do this anymore.”
She was referring to the curry, thank goodness, and not
to our relationship, though it took a few panicked seconds to
work that out. It’s true the curry, a packet palak gosht from
the Indian grocery in Concord, was rather ordinary. But she
didn’t mean curry per se; she meant meat. “I can’t do it, to
animals,” she said, with tears running down her face—this
from someone who hardly ever cries—as if she’d just realized
something devastating. “We’re turning vegetarian.” As simple
as that. And something clanged into place, like a great door
shutting, or opening. I felt cruel suddenly, exposed, deeply
wrong. I suppose that’s what had just happened to her.
First shock aside, it wasn’t so hard. I’d had periods as
a vegetarian long before I met her, and we’d already had to
make so many other changes in our lives in order just to be
together that this one seemed easy. It’s amazing what kind of
resolve that can give you, just being together, resolve and a
kind of clarity, although my resolve wasn’t quite so clear when
scarcely a week later I found myself responding to a further
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dinner-time declaration, and agreeing to become vegan.
I hardly knew what a vegan was. I remembered something
about no onions, no garlic, no salt. “No,” she said, “it’s not
that extreme; it’s just no meat, no eggs, no dairy. Nothing
that’s come from an animal. That means fish,” she said, as if I
hadn’t guessed that already, “and oysters.”
My collection of oyster knives …
I found it hard at first to give up cheese and for a while
was guilty of an occasional backslide, but even these ceased
after a month or two—you realize how inconsistent you’re
being, and how childish—and we came to see it not so much
as a giving-up of things as entering a new world of taste. There
was, too, an unexpected pleasure—relief—in the thought
that just by not doing something we were saving lives. You
don’t realize the guilt you’ve been suppressing until you no
longer feel it. “Now I can look at you in peace,” writes Kafka:
“I don’t eat you anymore.”
But this book isn’t about veganism, or guilt. If I’d
permitted myself a nice, eighteenth-century subtitle it might
have been An Account of Three Years of Philosophical and UnPhilosophical Transactions with Animals in the Blue Mountains
of New South Wales, but ultimately and more simply it’s about
discovery and wonder: wonder, and wondering. Slipping
into a flow of things—of being—that all your life, without
realizing it, you’ve been holding back from. The only point in
mentioning those things—and that Govetts Leap period—is
that they were a beginning, the beginning of a beginning.
It wasn’t long before we were signing petitions about various
animal matters, then attending rallies against live export—
those death ships—or the use of battery cages. Indeed it
was at a rally against the latter that, finding myself, a senior
academic, crammed into a cage in Martin Place, wearing a
chicken mask—watching the vice chancellor of my university
walk by, brushing aside some of my fellow protesters in the
2
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same cavalier way I might have used myself a year or so
before—that I realized just how much my life had changed.
It wasn’t long, too, before we moved from our temporary
mountain home to a little rental house in Glebe, in the inner
city, close to the university, and a few weeks later adopted
Charlie. In fact he was with us, on a lead, that time in Martin
Place. He’s a nervous dog, but crowds have never been his
problem. Even now, at ten, after seven years in the mountains,
he seems never so happy as when, on one of our occasional
trips down to the city, he can wander along King Street or
Glebe Point Road.
And then, after a long wait, the means at last coming our
way, we began to think of putting down a deposit on a house of
our own. We placed a bid for a tiny house on Darghan Street,
three doors down from the one we were renting, although
in truth, as I walked away from the real estate agency, I felt
anything but elated. Another mortgage, and—Sydney being
one of the most expensive cities on the planet—a huge one
at that. Money worries until death. For the sake of a trendy
address and a house near the university. What were we doing?
T. was clearly feeling the same. How else to explain—this
is something you need to know about T., that when she comes
up with an “idea” it’s often tantamount to a decision already
made—that, not more than a block or two from depositing
our bid for an extremely expensive inner-city shoebox, she
said, “Or there’s the mountains … ” and began to list some of
the properties and prices she’d been finding online while I’d
been lecturing that morning. We left it in the hands of fate,
breathed a huge sigh of relief when our seemingly astronomical
bid for the shoebox was unsuccessful (way too low) and began,
in early autumn, to look for a house in the mountains.
We found one, in a town at the top, one hundred
kilometers from the city. A brick house on Railway Parade,
a wide street up front, a leafy gully in the back, plenty of
3
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room to grow vegetables, a couple of majestic Blue Mountains
ash trees, a study for each of us, and a large art deco living
room with a huge Persian rug the vendors said they’d throw
in for free, for Charlie. The westerly wind blasted the kitchen
at the back and no door snakes or window seals could keep it
out; the much-vaunted gas central heating struggled to warm
the place; there were blackouts during the dramatic summer
and winter storms, funnel-web spiders in the garden (again),
black house spiders in the basement; mowing the steep back
yard was a dangerous and torturous exercise; and from the
day-care center next door the delighted shrieking of children
could make it hard to hear yourself think, but it was a fourminute walk from the train, a six-minute walk from the center
of town, a two-block drive from the highway, and compared
with the little place in the city it seemed like a palace. I could
take my books and papers out of storage; I could put pictures
on the walls rather than pile them under the bed. On the first
morning waking there I heard whipbirds and kookaburras
and currawongs and thought I was in paradise.
For the first year, however, addicted to carbon monoxide
and anxiety, we kept renting in Sydney and came up only on
weekends, still in two minds. Certainly the idea of commuting
to work two hours each way on a train, or an hour and a half each
way driving, didn’t appeal to me. But when our city landlady
developed cancer and needed the little inner-city house to be near
the hospital for treatment we took it as a sign and moved up to
the mountains permanently, or so we thought. After a year and
a half T. was restless and figured it was because she was missing
the city, and that Charlie might be missing it, too. Doing our
sums it seemed we might just be able to go back to the previous
weeks-in-the-city/weekends-in-the-mountains arrangement, if
we could manage to find a city rental cheap enough.
Our previous place was no longer available—I don’t know
how things had panned out for the landlady, but there were
4
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other people now living in it—and so we looked in Balmain,
the old workers’ suburb on a peninsula on the southern shore
of the harbor, now rapidly yuppifying. We joked that the
house we found, after weeks of looking, was the smallest in
Australia, and surely it would have come close. In dreams I
would hold it in the palm of my hand. But it had, for T.,
a miniscule studio at the bottom of its tiny garden, and a
large patio umbrella to cover almost all the rest, and in that
summer’s heat wave it was actually a delightful place to write
or, shoving the books aside on the rickety outdoor table, have
a small, cramped dinner with friends. Internet reception was
lousy, and the poisoned soil struggled to produce seven cherry
tomatoes and a five-centimeter, semi-dried baby eggplant, but
you could smell the sea and at night, sometimes, catch the
haunting sound of a ship’s horn.
As the weather cooled, however, we found ourselves
increasingly miserable. The wind blasted the tiny harbor-side
park we’d tried to persuade ourselves Charlie was enjoying,
and the relentless damp wormed into our minds. We pleaded
our way out of the contract, went back to the mountains,
and felt we’d taught ourselves a lesson. But still there was
restlessness. We didn’t quite know what it was until a year later
when, sick of the joyful screaming from the day-care center,
finding it harder and harder to concentrate on her work, and
less and less inclined to return the rubber balls over the fence
before Charlie got his teeth into and deflated them, T. found,
online (again), a tiny farm at the edge of town.
It wasn’t just that. In fact two things were coming together.
On health grounds I’d decided to leave the university, if I
could. A bad leg I’d had for decades—misdiagnosed—had
recently been joined by a bad hand and, seeing a neurologist
at last (my powers of denial are impressive), I’d been told I
had MS, the perfect writer’s disease, I sometimes joke, since
the letters also designate “manuscript.” Then, twelve months
5
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later, a family curse catching up with me, I also had a heart
attack, “silent,” as in completely painless, but a stark wake-up
call nevertheless. Perhaps it was time. The university, once a
place of thought, freedom, and light, had begun to seem a
grim factory run by automatons, turning some of my nice,
carp-like colleagues into piranhas (my last animal metaphor
there, if I can help it: see it as a farewell).
We called the agent and arranged an inspection. It was
love at first sight. Two sloping acres. At the top, on the cleared
part—the old farm—a weatherboard house with a deck, a
veranda, and a high kitchen window with a sweeping view
over what I’ve come to call the Hidden Valley, and, just
below, a two-room log cabin, empty but for a pot-bellied
stove and a yellow, out-of-tune piano, that I could turn into
a library. There were large water tanks, a vegetable garden, a
farm shed attached to the bottom of the cabin, horseshoes
nailed to its uprights, an old chicken coop just below it, an
old swimming pool (but how often would that get used, up
here in the mountains?), and, at the bottom, over a rusted,
tumbling fence, a second acre of protected bush, “hanging”
swamp, a creek. There was thick bush, too, all along one side,
an untouched property, also protected. Huge peppermints
and stringybarks, large tree ferns, a pair of black cockatoos
flying high overhead. We finished the inspection by driving
around to the bottom of the property, to get a better view
of the swamp. It had been a gray day, but the sun had just
broken through. Looking up, I gasped at a broad patch of
bright emerald-green through the trees, realized with delight
and wonder that it was grass just below the cabin.
It seemed too good to be true. We kept looking for the
catch, became only the more uncertain when we couldn’t
find it. We’d have to buy it immediately, well before selling
the house on Railway Parade, and that’d be tricky. We made
three attempts to climb the lawyers’ stairs to sign the contract.
6
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After the second we went to see the farm again. Needing a
few minutes to think, I walked down by myself to the
rickety middle fence and stared into the trees, listening for
I don’t know what. Silence, and then, suddenly, a splash, as
of some large animal bathing. What was it, a kangaroo? a
swamp wallaby? A thrill went through me. It seemed a sign.
I turned around, still thinking, and walked up to the cabin,
was “inspecting” the tank there, my mind racing with ideas,
when I heard a rasping croak above me. I looked up and saw a
huge, glossy white cockatoo staring down from the guttering.
He seemed to be asking me what I was waiting for.
It’s one thing to move onto a little farm, however, and
quite another to write about it. That—this—has a different
beginning. The precise moment is lost in time, but I think
it was while we were in the first inner-city rental house—
the house we first brought Charlie into, where he’d shivered
so much under the dining-table—that a vegan friend and I
agreed, over the phone (he was in Western Australia), that
animals had had a poor rap in Australian literature, and that
perhaps we should write something about this, as a way of
exposing animal cruelty more generally. A vague project, at
first, but one which has grown and diversified. I think of this
book as a part of it, one channel in its delta.
Eighteen months or so later, maybe sensing that our
project was changing direction, this friend asked me to list
some of the things I might want to write about. The animal in
philosophy, I said (nothing like ambition!), and problems about
writing about animals in the first place, because already I’d
started to encounter these, the way the language itself seems
stacked against them, conditioning us, subliminally, to keep
up the cruelty—and then, I don’t know, perhaps I was looking
at Charlie as I spoke, wondering yet again where his trembling
was coming from, and Charlie, outrageous as the idea seemed;
I’ d like to try to write a biography of Charlie.
7
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Almost as soon as I got off the phone I began to see that
last idea as untenable. A biography? Of a dog? Hadn’t Virginia
Woolf failed disastrously at just such a project?1 But there’s
another part of me that sees such things as challenges. If
something seems untenable then perhaps it’s because it suits
the status quo to have it seem so, and so is all the more reason
one should attempt it. For a year or two, as I got started on
some of the other essays, the idea kept coming back. At some
point I began making entries in my notebook—some of them
form the basis of the next two chapters—and then, in one of
the first weeks on the little farm, sitting at my newly installed
desk in the cabin, one of the five black cockatoos from the
bushland next door staring from the lone peppermint at the
southern fence, I started to write (“Poor Charlie,” I began,
going back, thinking of the previous year or two), and kept
it up, a little each day, not knowing if anything would come
of it. About Charlie. About dusk anxiety. About writing.
Eventually about the boys. And straying into places I’d never
really thought about before.
That was November 2012, our second month at the
farm. We weren’t far into the third—we’d as yet told no one
about our refuge dream—before a friend called, to alert us
to the plight of two sheep, asking if we could possibly give
them a home. And within two days—I’ve said T. works
quickly—they were with us, Jonathan and Henry-Lee. It had
been forty-five years since I’d even touched a sheep, but by
the time December was over they were wandering into the
cabin, wandering into the tomato beds, wandering into the
sentences, pointing out what a fool I’d been to ever think that
I could write about Charlie alone, or write about animals (or
writing, or literature) without them.

1

Flush (1933).
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Praise for The Grass Library:
“The Grass Library is one of the most beautifully written
books about animals I have ever read.”
—New York Times bestselling author Jeffrey Moussaieff
Masson
The Grass
Library quietly challenges the way we think about nonhuman beings.”
—The Sydney Morning Herald
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Quinn
In the year after marcus died, their mother stopped loving
people, one after another. Her minister, her tennis coach, her friends.
Daddy. On a day dripping with the end of the monsoon, she clicked
shut the brass latches on her daughters’ suitcases and supervised as
Ravindra loaded them into the car. In the courtyard, beneath the
peepal tree, Daddy clutched the girls to his chest. Quinn, at eleven,
was the responsible one; Sarah, at eight, the remnant twin: widowed
by Marcus when he died, if widowed was the word for it, which it
wasn’t. There was no word for it. Thin mud soaked their shoes as he
kissed their cheeks and begged them not to forget him. It was a terrible
thing to hear him say because it opened up the possibility that they
could. His voice had gone high with pain, which embarrassed Quinn
for him. She didn’t think men were supposed to feel that much.
Mother pulled the girls away, leaving their father to stand alone
in the filtered sunlight, arms dangling at his sides as if he didn’t know
how they operated. Daddy was a doctor, the reason they lived in India,
and India, according to Mother, was the reason Marcus was dead.
Daddy’s mouth curled down, and he cried silently as his daughters
watched. Behind him, Ayah wept, rhythmic and soft like singing.
Beyond Ayah, the watchman stood: the courtyard a chessboard,
the adults the game pieces isolated in their separate squares. Ayah’s
weeping turned ragged, and Quinn and Sarah ran and clung to her
until Mother pried their fingers from Ayah’s damp turquoise sari
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and pushed the girls, stumbling and crying, into the car. Their shoes
muddied the floor mats, but Quinn didn’t care.
Ravindra opened the wrought iron gate and nosed the car into
the inchoate, horn-honking flow of Delhi traffic. In the back seat,
Quinn turned around and watched their home grow smaller. Before
it vanished altogether, she raised her hand to it and said goodbye.
Goodbye to everything and everyone and everywhere. Goodbye to
Daddy. To Ayah. To every friend, enemy, household staff member,
shopkeeper, schoolteacher, gymnastics instructor, swimming coach.
It seemed easy for Mother: She had shut down her heart. But she still
loved her girls. The proof was that she took them with her.
The other proof was that she hadn’t believed Quinn when she
tried to confess her role in what had happened to Marcus. Quinn said
the words, but Mother had let them fall to her bedroom floor, where
they scuttled under the bed and vanished. Which meant that the
secret was still Quinn’s to carry. She had spent a long time considering
the consequences before she told Mother what she’d done, but this
possibility had never occurred to her.
“Remember, young ladies. Always be good,” Ravindra said at
the airport curb, his eyes streaming. Sarah and Quinn hugged him
hard. They cried. But when Mother told them to leave him, they left,
dutiful girls. They boarded an enormous jet and flew west across India,
Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Turkey. Across all of Europe, to Paris. Over the
ultramarine Atlantic Ocean and down the Eastern Seaboard to New
York. From there to Louisville, Kentucky, the town where Mother
had grown up. They were leaving their unhappiness as far behind
them as the planet would allow.
Quinn thought she felt it happen. When the plane lifted off from
the Delhi runway, she felt an invisible force push her body back into
the seat and flow through her, a tide running in the direction of India
and the ground. So Mother was right: It was possible to leave things
behind, events and stories and history. With a sense of relief, as the
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plane shuddered around her, she lifted up her secret and offered it to
the tide. She would go to America, and she would be free.
She was twenty-eight years old on the day she stopped believing
in this magic. Twenty-eight and bare-bellied on an examining table,
her husband’s fingers interlaced with her own. The ultrasound tech
ran a wand over her midsection, and in a haze of black and gray, the
two children inside her revealed their identities: a boy and a girl, just
like Marcus and Sarah. Sarah was twenty-five at the time. Marcus was
still seven, if he was anything at all.
As she looked at the hazy images of the children inside her, she
felt it again: the weight of the plane lifting off and pushing her down.
And she knew then that distance and years were nothing, that no
matter what their mother said, their histories traveled with them,
stitched into their DNA.

.
Peacock blue, she thought at first, but that was wrong. Mineral blue,
like larimar. A sky color.
On a stool in front of Quinn, her son kicked his feet. It was the
day before Nick and Alaina turned seven, and he was sitting for his
portrait, to match the one of his sister that Quinn had completed that
morning. Quinn’s eyes wanted to linger on the curve and color of his
peachy little cheek, to slow everything down. She wasn’t ready for the
twins to be seven. She had known it since the day of that ultrasound:
She would never be ready for them to reach this age.
“How come you’re using pastels instead of real paint?” Nick
asked. By “real paint,” he meant acrylics. In art school, Quinn had
loved oils, but she hadn’t allowed them into her studio since the day
she’d learned she was pregnant. Too many noxious fumes in the paint
thinners and brush cleaners: bad for the babies.
“I want to get you down fast so you don’t have to sit so long,” she
said. The cerulean blue of his T-shirt reflected into Nick’s eyes, which
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were a cool, deep hue, nearly periwinkle, pebbled with white. She
touched oil pastel to paper to add the reflected color, just a couple of
tiny arcs. Barely there at all.
The work absorbed her as it always did. She registered only
vaguely the aroma of applewood smoke that meant Pete was heating
the gas grill on the deck below. Giggles from the twins’ room
meant Alaina had commandeered her auntie Sarah, who was back
in Louisville between reporting assignments. Sarah had come for a
meal and to spend the night; Alaina had brokered the latter part of
that deal. Quinn paused for a moment to listen. They were arguing
playfully over whether their card game should be called Crazy Eights
or Crazy Aunts. Sarah was advocating for the latter.
“What kind of cake are you making?” Nick asked.
“Chocolate with chocolate frosting. Just like you asked for.”
She stepped back to assess the drawing. Getting close, although she
wanted to do a little more around his mouth and nose. So many
complicated curves in that part of the face.
“Mom? Can we be done?”
“Sure, kiddo. You did great.” Before she finished the sentence,
he shot out the door, eager to fill Alaina in on the proceedings of the
past half hour, no doubt. “Twin summit” was the family term for
this mandatory briefing after every separation. “Like heads of state,”
Pete had once said as he and Quinn stood watching their children,
bemused.
Quinn had begun straightening her studio when Sarah ambled
in. “My services were no longer needed,” she said, nodding toward
the room across the hall. She straddled the stool and twined her long
legs around it, giving the effect of a rider on horseback. “So my last
assignment didn’t go so well.”
“No? Where were you?”
Sarah made an impatient noise. “Crappy little dictatorship.
Continent beginning with the letter A.” Sometimes she answered
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questions that way, to avoid scaring her family, Quinn assumed. “I was
doing a series on government reforms to help with the refugee crisis.
It all looked pretty impressive. I filed a long story about how things
were turning a corner, the aid initiatives were working, et cetera. But
the day I’m supposed to leave, all the flights get canceled because of a
coup attempt, so I come back to the city. On the way, something tells
me to stop by one of the sites where I’d been reporting. And it’s gone.”
Quinn stopped cleaning and tried to gauge her sister’s expression.
“Gone? Like a massacre?”
“Gone, like it never existed. Poof. They’d struck the whole
damned camp like a movie set.” Sarah dismounted the stool and
paced to the window. “I’m out there with my driver, walking around
this empty field, and the only things I’m seeing are some tent stakes
and a bunch of empty Pepsi cans. And I’m realizing I’ve been played.
And then my so-called government liaison shows up, and the next
thing I know, I’m being detained.”
“Holy hell, Sarah.” Quinn settled her hips against her worktable
and glanced involuntarily at the door, but the Lego noises coming
from the bedroom said the twins were otherwise occupied.
Sarah peered out between the mullions like a prisoner. “They
took my cell phone and laptop and parked me in this hotel room
with a guard outside my door. In the middle of the night, I hear a
scratching at my window, and it’s two guys I know, journalists, and
we sneak out of there to this little dirt-track airfield and take a puddle
jumper to the next country.”
Quinn blanched. “What would have happened if they’d caught
you?”
“By that point, the government had bigger things to worry about
than me.”
This Year of Living Dangerously stuff: It knotted Quinn’s stomach.
“You must have been terrified.”
Sarah turned around. “I’m pissed, is what I am. That”—she
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glanced at the doorway and lowered her voice—“that fucking
little dictator used me as a mouthpiece. Turned us all into his
propaganda whores.”
Quinn wiped her hands on a paper towel. “It’s not your fault. He
set you up.”
“But who’s to say this is the first time? Every time I’ve gotten
access to some site or some person who was supposedly off-limits,
maybe it was the same thing. And the damage is done. The stories
have already run.”
“You can retract them.”
Sarah shrugged one shoulder. “People remember the story. They
never remember it got retracted. Anyway, that’s it for me. I’m done.”
“What do you mean, ‘done’?”
“Done. With journalism.”
“Because of one story? That’s a little impulsive even for you.”
“Because of that story, and the one before it, and the one before
that. Like the boy soldiers this summer. People read a story, and the
next day it’s forgotten. Nobody wants follow-up. Nobody cares. Or at
least that’s what the people in charge of the budgets believe.”
Or they care, but they feel helpless, so they look away. Quinn
considered the set of her sister’s mouth. “You’re shedding a lot of layers
these days,” she said. Sarah’s divorce had been final less than a year. It
had been a short marriage, but still, it had exacted a toll.
“You know me. I don’t like to mess around.”
Quinn recognized that breezy tone: a classic Sarah deflection.
“It’s hard to imagine you without journalism. I’m really sorry,” Quinn
said, and for Sarah’s sake, she wanted to mean it, but she couldn’t.
No more wondering when she’d get the phone call saying her sister
had been killed on assignment. “So you’re coming back home, then?”
Sarah turned, planted her hands on the windowsill, and squinted
up into the walnut tree. She was tall and blond like Quinn, but Sarah
spilled over with half-contained energy. The way she walked, rangy
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and loose. People watched her wherever she went, a fact she never
seemed to register. “Actually, I got a job.”
“Really! Where?” The local newspaper, Quinn hoped.
“India.”
Quinn dropped a tray of pastels, sending sticks of pigment
skidding across the floor. She knelt to gather them and came up
clutching gaudy fistfuls. “Why would you do that? Why would you
go back there?”
“I’ll be doing media work for a conservation NGO. Getting their
story out. Fundraising. Whatever they need me to do.” As if that were
what Quinn had asked. “I’ll be in Sawai Madhopur,” Sarah added.
“Ranthambore.”
“Ranthambore,” Quinn said. “Tigers?”
Sarah nodded.
“You always did love the big cats.” Quinn recognized the
expression on her sister’s face: full of the future, in love with the next
thing. It stung her that Sarah seemed perfectly content to remain a
special guest star in the twins’ lives. She didn’t know how they idolized
her, how they imagined her life the way some people imagined the
lives of celebrities. “What the hell are you doing, Sarah?”
“I’m going where I’m needed.”
“You think we don’t need you?”
Sarah looked almost amused at that. She spread her arms to
encompass the modest but lovely 1920s bungalow, the good husband
making dinner downstairs, the two perfect children in the next room.
The whole package: That was how it must look to her. “There’s a crisis
going on.”
“There’s always a crisis somewhere. Did you ever once think
about getting a normal job like a normal person? Like, here in the
States?”
“How are the States any more normal than the rest of the world?”
Quinn smacked the pastels onto her worktable. “You think I’m
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small, don’t you? Living my small little life with my small little family
while you’re out there risking your life and saving the world.”
Sarah laughed. “Come on, Quinnie.”
The twins appeared in the doorway. “Auntie Sarah, are you going
to go live in India?” Nick asked.
Sarah scooped him up in a hug. “I am!” she exclaimed, as if it
were the best news in the world. “But not till January, so we still have
three whole months together.”
“How far away is India?”
“Do you have a world map? I’ll show you.” And the three of them
disappeared into the twins’ room until Pete called up to say dinner
was ready.
At the table, the talk was all India. “Will you get to pet tigers?”
Nick asked.
“If I petted a tiger, it would probably eat me for dinner.”
“Whoa!” Alaina laughed through a mouthful of chicken. “Don’t
do that.”
“I won’t. I promise.”
Pete said something about the guy he worked with from
Bangalore at the tech start-up. Nobody mentioned the DeVaughan
family history, or the years that would likely pass before the twins saw
Sarah again. It was all just pleasant table talk.
After dinner, the children played with Sarah until Quinn sent
them into Pete’s office to say good night. He turned away from
his monitor and scooped up Alaina, then Nick, for a hug and kiss.
“Almost finished,” he said to Quinn, turning back to his database as
she ushered the twins from the room. When she and Sarah said good
night at eleven, Pete was still clackety-clacking away at the keys. She
went to bed and turned off the lights.
Later, she woke to the sound of Nick’s coughing. Pete lay next to
her. She hadn’t heard him come in.
In the twins’ room, light seeped in, dim and blue, around the
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edges of the blinds. On the nightstand, the digital clock read 2:15. She
touched her son’s cheek. “You okay, buddy?”
He nodded, covering a cough. She dosed him with the albuterol
inhaler, waited, had him blow into the peak flow meter. Seventy
percent, middle of the yellow zone. They sat up together on his bed,
her back to the wall. Nick leaned against her, dozing between fits of
coughing. She ran her hand over his silky hair.
“Mom?” he murmured.
She kissed his head. “Yeah, sweetie?”
“You grew up in India, didn’t you?”
“Till I was eleven.”
“What was it like?”
“Oh,” she said. “Packed.”
“You mean crowded?”
“Yes, but … more like being inside a great big kaleidoscope.
Everywhere you looked, there were a million things to see. Beautiful
bright colors. People. A million things going on all at once.”
“Like that time we went to the carnival?”
“A lot like that.”
Across the room, Alaina slept on her back, arms flung over her head.
Nick fell quiet, his forehead wrinkling as he tried to puzzle
something out. “Mom? Are you Indian or American?”
“I’d say I’m American.”
“What’s Auntie Sarah?”
She smiled. “Auntie Sarah is a citizen of the world.”
His readings stayed in the yellow zone. Just another interrupted
night. At five o’clock, the meter showed 82 percent—back in the
green—and he drifted into a sleep that held. Quinn slipped back to bed.
At seven, she pulled her blond curls into a messy ponytail and
stumbled into the kitchen, where she found Sarah rummaging
through cupboards, her duffel by the door. It was still dark out. The
windows reflected back the overhead lights.
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“In the freezer,” Quinn said.
Sarah threw her a glance. “You okay? You look like hell.” She
pulled open the freezer, came up with a bag of Italian roast, and
thumped the door shut.
“Nick was up coughing. He’s still asleep.”
“Sorry. I’ll be quiet.”
When the coffee finished brewing, they stood together cradling
hot mugs of it, hips propped against the counter. It was a family trait,
standing when other people would sit. “Hey,” Quinn said. “I’m sorry
about that thing I said yesterday.”
Sarah glanced at her curiously. “Which thing?”
“About you thinking my life is small.”
“I don’t think it is small,” Sarah said. “It fits you perfectly.”
Quinn squeezed her gritty eyes shut. “God! Can you hear
yourself?”
“Aw, Quinnie.” Sarah set her mug on the counter and cuffed
Quinn lightly on the shoulder. “We’re different people. So what? I got
a job I’m excited about. Can’t you be happy for me? Just a teeny bit?”
She held up her palms and peeked between them. “Pretty please? Just
that much?”
Quinn laughed in spite of herself. It irked her. Sarah would
do exactly as she pleased, so why did she want Quinn’s blessing? It
seemed greedy. Yet some tender spot inside her was grateful for the
request. Sarah was not one to ask for things.
She considered her sister’s laughing, hopeful expression. Sarah
was so elusive to her, always had been: first because she was a twin,
then because she was grieving, then because she was gone. “All right,
you,” she said, because what else could she say? “Do what you want.
Go save those tigers.”
Sarah grinned. “You’re the best.” She picked up her mug for a last
gulp of coffee and set it in the sink. Then she gave Quinn a surprising
kiss on the cheek, and she was gone.

Sarah
The water bearer was staring at her breasts.
For the five-hour train ride from Delhi on the Golden Temple
Mail, Sarah had dressed modestly, as she always did when in transit: a
purple-and-gold gypsy skirt, sturdy ankle boots, a short brown jacket
over a white T-shirt woven thick enough to conceal any trace of her
bra. Eleven years as an itinerant journalist had taught her never to
overlook that last part. She was a traveler, not a tourist. But she was
traveling alone, and wherever she went in the world—including this
small, dusty platform at the railway station in Sawai Madhopur—
certain men saw that fact as an opening.
“Bhaiya,” she began, addressing the teenaged water bearer
politely, “do you have a sister?” He pushed an overhang of hair off his
pimply forehead and said he did. She asked in Hindi, “Do you like it
when men stare at her breasts?” then collected her bags and walked
away. She knew how to tell men off in twelve languages. In Hindi,
the most direct way to say it was Jao, which meant simply, Go away.
Her favorite was Italian: Lasciami in pace, maiale. It sounded beautiful
rolling off the tongue. It meant: Leave me alone, pig.
She also knew how to say, “Wait—I have a condom.” It had come
in handy from time to time.
Sawai Madhopur. She’d been here when she was seven, with
Marcus and Quinn and Mother and Daddy, visiting the Ranthambore
tiger reserve. They’d made their way together down this very platform
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as a family, intact and squabbling amiably. Three months later,
Marcus was dead.
And now here she was, a week into the futuristic-sounding year
2000, starting her life over in the land of her birth. So much had
changed since she’d been here, and so little. India was as thoroughly,
soaked-to-the-roots India as she remembered it, only with the
addition, in certain quarters, of cell phones and the internet.
Quinn had surprised Sarah by giving her blessing, however
reluctantly, for Sarah to come back here. Mother had tried to talk her
out of it, relying on her usual bag of tricks: guilt, hurt feelings, icy
withdrawal. Somehow, in Mother’s twenty years as executive assistant
to the head of a law firm, she had failed to acquire effective arguing
skills. But Sarah had been traveling since she was twenty-two, and there
was nothing to keep her in the States. She had business to attend to here,
a new mission to replace her old career, even if it was only half-formed
in her mind. Things would become clearer, she was sure, as she settled
in and committed herself to one purpose, one dot on the global atlas.
Her suitcase wheel began to stutter. Glancing down at it, she
nearly crashed into a man. She smiled a brief apology without making
eye contact, but he said her name, a question, and she looked up into
his face: a white man, older, so worn and grizzled that it took her a
second to recognize him. “William Amesbury.” She extended her hand
and shook his warmly. She’d expected someone much younger, but of
course she was picturing him as he’d been in his nature documentary
days. “I’m a huge fan. I grew up on your films.”
He said a few words of welcome and smiled briefly with half
his mouth. Maybe he thought she’d just called him old. Or maybe
something had happened to him, a stroke, an illness. It might explain
why he hadn’t made any new documentaries in the past half-dozen
years, why he was now working in obscurity for a conservation NGO.
The journalist in her wanted to ask. She filed away the questions:
things to find out later.
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From the railway station, William steered the silver Tata
Sumo SUV over the viaduct, past low buildings and billboards,
to a neighborhood of two- and three-story apartment complexes
intermixed with small houses. He pulled up to a gate and parked. She
would be living just above him in the block of flats. Her younger self
couldn’t have imagined she’d end up as William Amesbury’s upstairs
neighbor.
“Let’s get you settled in,” he said. “You must be ready to drop.”
But then the gate swung open, and a lanky woman in an elegant beige
salwar kameez galloped to his door. Geeta Banerjee, the head of Tiger
Survival: Sarah recognized her from the magazine articles she’d read
while researching her new employer.
“Quickly. We must hurry.” Geeta scrambled into the back seat.
“There’s been a tiger accident. A man dead.”
A tiger accident. In the Indian vernacular, it meant a tiger had
attacked a human.
“You’re joking.” William reversed onto the road. “Which village?”
“Vinyal.”
“Sod’s law.” William navigated through an intersection, adding
for Sarah’s benefit, “It’s one of the less welcoming, shall we say, of the
district’s villages.”
“Do you mean violence?” she asked. “Or just the cold shoulder?”
Geeta glanced at Sarah. “Hard to say, given that we represent the
interests of the killer.” She didn’t introduce herself.
The drive took them far out into the countryside, to a village of
low whitewashed buildings scattered over a nearly treeless plain. A
crowd had gathered in front of a mud-and-thatch house. Some of the
villagers stared openly at Sarah as she approached, presumably because
she was white, and a stranger. But for Geeta they stepped back.
So no violence, at least for the moment.
In front of the house, a woman knelt, keening, over the body
of a thin man. A rag covered his face and a blanket draped his body,
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leaving visible his dust-cloaked bare feet. Three small children
clung to the woman, crying, and a teenaged boy sat on the ground,
staring at nothing, his oversized hands dangling between his knees.
The tiger had eaten the man’s buttock and thigh, judging from the
bloodstained blanket. Sarah caught a glimpse of the man’s throat:
purpled but intact. The tiger had crushed his windpipe without
breaking the skin.
A tall man in Western clothing approached. Sarah recognized
him as Sanjay Prakash, the third Tiger Survival staffer. “I spoke with
some of the men,” he reported in a low voice. He glanced at Sarah, but
again they didn’t bother with introductions. “It’s Sunil. The one we
caught poisoning the water holes last dry season. He slept in his field
last night as usual, to protect his crop from antelope and boar. When
the other men woke to start a fire and boil water for tea, he didn’t join
them. His son found his body, dragged a little way from where he’d
been sleeping.”
Sarah glanced at the boy with the dangling hands and vacant stare.
“He was wearing a white dhoti kurta, sleeping on a white
blanket,” Sanjay said. “The tiger probably mistook him for a bullock.
Ninety percent chance the tiger hadn’t eaten in days. Otherwise, he
wouldn’t have been out here in the first place.”
So the attack hadn’t been the action of a surprised or threatened
tiger, as Sarah had imagined, but of one who’d made a fundamental
error in its choice of prey. Geeta and William exchanged a look. “One
of the subadults from the Semli Valley,” William ventured. “They’re
twenty months. Just the age when they start to disperse. They’ve no
experience. No territory.”
Except that now this tiger had discovered that humans made
easy prey.
A murmur ran through the crowd as the widow began to
speak. “She says the tiger who did this should be killed,” Sanjay said.
“Everyone comes to save the tiger, but who was there to save her
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husband? She says she and her children are as good as dead now, but
no one cares.”
How many times had Sarah documented some variation on this
scene? Natural disaster, war—the cause didn’t matter; the outcome
was the same. It bothered her not to be scribbling down notes,
shooting pictures. She didn’t know what her role was in this situation,
and she felt like a voyeur. She approached the smallest child, a girl of
four or five, and crouched before her. “Aap ke naam kya hai?” Sarah
asked gently. What’s your name?
The girl snuffled. “Piya.”
“Piya,” Sarah murmured. “Good girl, Piya.” The girl thrust both
hands into Sarah’s blond curls and stared, openmouthed, till her
mother stepped forward to take her. Piya gazed back at Sarah over her
mother’s shoulder as they walked away.
“I’ll talk to the sarpanch,” Sanjay said.
“Tell him we’ll do what we can to help,” Geeta said. She nodded
to William and Sarah. “Come on. We’re going. I’ll drive.”
They rode in silence down the dirt track heading out of the
village. Fields of yellow-flowering mustard stretched away on either
side. Who knew what animals were sheltering in that chest-high crop.
Ground squirrels, spotted owlets, herds of blackbuck antelope. A lone
tiger, invisible.
“Poisoned the water holes. Bah,” Geeta said. She glanced at
Sarah in the rearview mirror. “The forest guards had to fill them in
with a backhoe. God knows how many animals died of thirst.” She
grimaced. “So the man who tried to bag a tiger got bagged instead. I
guess you could call that justice.”
William shot her a look, and she raised her chin. “I’m sorry for
his family,” she said. “Truly, I am. Padma, his wife—obviously, she’s
distraught. She’s in a terrible position. In theory, the government will
compensate her for her loss, but it won’t be much, if it comes through
at all.” She shook her head. “I promised her we’d do what we could.
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But I cannot feel sorry there’s one less poacher in the world.”
“Geeta,” William said reprovingly. It surprised Sarah to hear him
use her name like that, no honorific, despite the fact that she was his
boss. Maybe it was because he was British. An Indian would have
called her “Geeta Ma’am,” and Sarah, as her employee, intended to
follow suit.
Geeta growled. “You’re right. If anyone needs to be eaten, it’s the
bloody dealers, not the poor sods like Sunil who do the dirty work for
the price of a secondhand motorbike. You think I’m joking about the
dealers,” she added for Sarah’s benefit. “Do this work for a few years
and see if you don’t feel the same.”
Sarah leaned forward between the seats. “What will happen to
the tiger?”
“Officially, nothing, unless there’s another attack on a human. It’s
called a ‘tiger accident’ for good cause. There’s no reason to assume it will
happen again.” Geeta steered around a swaying camel cart piled high
with firewood. “But the widow wants revenge. And God knows how
many men in that village are listening to her say the tiger should die.
And thinking how it could have been them instead of our friend Sunil.”
She flicked the wipers to knock dust off the windshield. “Well.
This was not quite the introductory meeting I’d planned.” She sketched
out Tiger Survival’s mission. Protecting tigers mostly involved getting
humans to leave them and their habitat alone. For the villagers, that
meant reducing their dependence on the park’s resources. William
headed up lake-building efforts. Sanjay served as resident naturalist,
educator, and jack-of-all-trades. He hailed from Sawai, so he had
community connections and the trust of the villagers. He also served
as translator; the dialects changed from village to village. “I’m afraid
my role has become mainly administrative,” Geeta said. “My most
important task is to consult with Project Tiger officials in Delhi on
matters of policy and with the police on anti-poaching efforts.”
She didn’t mention what Sarah had read about her in a
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conservation magazine: that she’d been more or less born to the
work. She came from a prominent Calcutta family, her father a wellknown naturalist who’d spent his life advocating for tigers long before
most people recognized their endangerment. After completing her
education at Cambridge, Geeta had followed the same path. She was
famously relentless in her work. She’d been called authoritarian, the
interviewer noted. Authoritative, she’d countered. That exchange had
made Sarah like her.
Now Geeta glanced over her shoulder. “Rules and regulations.
We do not interfere with anything inside the park. If we stumble
across a poacher setting a trap, we radio the forest guards. If we find
a tiger in a trap, we radio the forest guards. If we see an animal in
trouble in any manner that is not human inflicted, we leave it strictly
alone. Nature is the boss inside the park, and what nature doesn’t
manage, the park director does. We have excellent relations with him,
and this is how we keep those relations good. We respect his territory.
We do not interfere. Understood?”
“Understood,” Sarah said.
The road curved as it entered Sawai Madhopur, with its collection
of low brick buildings and billboards. Geeta waved a hand. “You see
the problem, of course.”
“Population,” William said. “And proximity to the park.”
Sarah nodded. She’d read about the hordes of school groups and
weekend sightseers, the tourist hotels, the villages drawing on the park
for water and firewood and fodder grass. It added up to a ready-made
disaster, and the park directors, along with nongovernmental agencies
like their own, could hold it off for only so long. “It’s the reality of our
work, unfortunately,” William said. “We all cope in our own ways.”
“Stubbornness is a useful tool,” Geeta said.
“As are a few sharp edges,” William added. “And a touch of denial.”
Geeta stopped in front of their building and killed the engine.
“Well, Sarah. What else is there to say.” She drummed her fingers on
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the steering wheel, frowning. “Ah, yes. Welcome to Sawai Madhopur.”

.
Thirty hours of travel and then the tiger accident. Sarah lay in bed
but couldn’t sleep. A day like that deserved a wake of its own—drinks
with friends and a chance to say, or not say, the obvious things: that
being a poor man in rural India was a life-threatening occupation.
That being a tiger trying to make a living in this decimated world
was at least equally dangerous.
She fidgeted beneath the sheets, her arms on top of the covers.
It was a habit she’d developed in her traveling years. No one had ever
actually invaded her room at night, but you never knew, and if your
arms were tucked in, you had no way to fight them off. She wondered
if Geeta slept with her arms out. It seemed a pretty good bet that
once or twice in her decades of conservation work, Geeta had found
it necessary to run off some drunken bureaucrat who’d decided to
pay her a visit in the middle of the night. Or maybe her upper-class
status insulated her from behavior like that. Still, Sarah could picture
storklike Geeta sticking her long neck out the door, peering down
over her beaky nose at some weaving, hopeful suitor and flapping her
bony arm to shoo him away so she could settle herself, with much
folding of legs and rustling of nightgown, back into bed.
She got up and made a cup of tea. Sanjay had arrived at their
building around dark to visit William. Sarah could hear their voices
murmuring downstairs now. She wished William had invited her down,
but maybe it wasn’t going to be like that. Or maybe it would eventually,
but not yet. These things were delicate. She couldn’t just assume she’d
be welcome in any conversation. In her reporter/photographer days,
she’d never had to stare down an empty evening. They’d all gathered in
the hotel bar at the end of the day and swapped stories over beer.
The temperature had dropped sharply since the sun went down.
She dressed in jeans and a sweater, stepped outside, trod lightly on the
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wooden steps down to ground level, and looked around the courtyard
for a place to sit. A bench stood empty on the front porch, between
William’s flat and the landlord’s, but she didn’t want to claim that
spot till she got the lay of the land. Someone had left a low stack of
bricks next to the courtyard wall: That would do. She sat, the cold
instantly seeping through the denim of her jeans. Ivory light spilled
from William’s front window, and she could see the two of them in
there, saying their goodbyes.
William’s door creaked open, and Sanjay stepped through,
laughing at some parting exchange, but the night air took his breath
in a wordless exclamation as he closed the door. He hunched his
shoulders and crossed the graveled courtyard toward her.
She said hello, and he jumped, not seeing her. She stood,
apologizing, and he namaskared and introduced himself.
“I know who you are,” she said, and she saw that her words
startled him, as if she’d just announced she could read his thoughts.
“I recognize you,” she clarified. “From the village.”
“So. Sarah DeVaughan.” He recovered himself with a smile. His
black hair shone in the buzzing streetlight. “What on earth makes
you want to sit outside on such a cold night?”
She had embarrassed him just now. She thought she owed him
an honest answer. “I’m seeking clarity.”
“On a stack of bricks? I’ve never found it there, myself. Rats and
snakes—now, that’s a different story.”
She took a hop-step away from the pile. “I’ve been wondering
when it’s going to hit, that’s all. The fact that I’m here for the long
haul.”
“Achchha,” he said, a multipurpose word that meant okay or I
understand. “You were a journalist. Always on the go.” His breath
clouded white.
“Exactly. And now I’m not.” She liked him, found him familiar
somehow. Maybe they had met before. Maybe when she was seven,
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when her family had visited the park.
They mounted the front steps to the porch, and though Sanjay
left room for her on the wooden bench by the door, she chose instead
to stand facing him, hips balanced on the porch railing. The streetlight
threw her shadow across him. “What about you? Have you lived in
Sawai all your life?”
“Oh, yes. I’m a mud hut—I’m made of this place; you can’t move
me. Actually, I did go to university in Mumbai and stayed on for a few
years, working for the Bombay Natural History Society, but I came
back first chance I got.”
“The BNHS,” she said, impressed. “You must have been at the
top of your class.”
He laughed. “Actually, I got my foot in the door there before
university. I won an essay contest in senior secondary school. The
prize was a spot at a summer conservation institute.”
“So you’re a writer.”
“Not like you are. I’m a devotee of this park. That’s why I left
Mumbai. I couldn’t stay away. And of course my family were here, but
I would have come back regardless.” He paused. “People say it’s one of
the most beautiful places on earth. We’re taking you there tomorrow.
You can tell me if you agree.”
“I’ve been here before, actually. As a young girl.”
“Really? Here? So Sawai called you back, too.” He pronounced
it Savai.
“Ranthambore did.” She hesitated. “I have this recurring dream.
I’m standing alone in a thick fog, and I don’t know how to get out.
That used to be the whole dream—I was just stuck. But a few months
ago, a tiger appeared out of the fog.”
“Very auspicious,” Sanjay said. “Unless it wanted to eat you.”
“No. It wanted me to follow it.”
“And where did this tiger lead you?”
She spread her hands. “Here, I think.”
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He laughed. “Let me tell you. You must be Indian, to make
such a big decision based on a dream. We’re famous for that sort of
nonsense.”
“Really? Most of the Indians I know are very practical.”
“Sixty percent. Maximum seventy. The rest wander about with
their heads in the clouds.”
“Then I guess I can stop seeking clarity,” she said. “Looks like I’ve
landed in the right place.”
“No doubt about it. You’re made for this country.”
He smiled at her and stood to go. She watched him leave. Had they
met before? In 1974, India had only just discovered that the tiger had all
but vanished from the subcontinent, had only just begun establishing
its network of tiger preserves. Her father had decided the family should
go have a look. They’d ridden through the park in an open jeep beneath
the forest canopy until they came upon a tigress resting in a grove of
kulu trees, washing her face. To Sarah’s eyes, she didn’t look endangered
at all. In fact, she seemed to be smiling and enjoying her bath. Her head
moved in a graceful ellipse, tongue out to wet her wristbone, tongue in
when her paw swept over her cheek and around her ear. Sarah wanted
to sink her fingers into that soft, thick fur.
The tigress stopped her grooming, her paw halted in midair. She
looked directly at Sarah and said, “Hello, you.” Or not that, exactly.
The message was languageless but definitely an acknowledgment. The
tigress saw her, recognized that she existed: not prey, not competitor,
just an odd creature passing through her territory—migratory
perhaps.
Maybe there had been another jeep there, one with an Indian
family in it, Sanjay a boy of ten or so. Or maybe the two of them
had sat at adjacent tables on the hotel verandah, watching each other
curiously, as children will do. Or maybe in another life. Who knew?
Or maybe she was making the whole thing up because he was
good-looking and he clearly liked to play. Her favorite kind of man. She
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rested her chin in her hand and smiled, considering the possibilities.
The landlord’s door creaked open, and a girl of fourteen or so
stepped out. “Hello!” the girl said. “May I join you?”
“Of course! If you don’t mind the cold.”
“I’m bundled up.” She nodded to the shawl wrapped around her
shoulders. “I’m Drupti. I was hoping I’d have the chance to meet you.
It’s very exciting to have a new person in the building. Especially you.”
“Why especially me?” Sarah asked. Drupti wore her hair in two
long braids. Maybe she was sixteen. Hard to tell.
“Because you’re living alone,” Drupti said. “In India, it’s terribly
rare for a woman to be allowed to live alone. It seems quite glamorous.”
Sarah laughed. “Nice to meet you, Drupti. You’re in … school?”
She didn’t want to guess her age wrong.
“Yes, law school, in Jaipur. I’m home on holiday.” She laughed at
Sarah’s reaction. “I’m twenty-one. It’s hard for us to tell Westerners’
ages, too.”
Sarah smiled. “How old do you think I am?”
Drupti cocked her head and squinted. “Mmm … twenty-five?”
“Thirty-three.”
“Close,” Drupti said. “I’m glad you’re here. We’ve been talking
about nothing else for days. And tomorrow, William and Sanjay
are taking you to the park, I think. Thin walls,” she explained. “It’s
going to be terribly cold tomorrow; you’ll have to wear your warmest
clothes. And speaking of which, it really is freezing out here, isn’t it?
I think I’ll go in, but I’m glad I got to meet you. Knock if you need
anything; someone’s always here.” And she disappeared inside.

.
Sarah awoke before dawn to a chilly apartment. She dressed in her
warmest clothes and carefully made her way down frost-slicked stairs
to the courtyard, where Sanjay and William and their driver waited
in an open jeep. The night was black, the air cold as iron, but her
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introduction to Ranthambore would proceed according to plan.
On the wind-whipped drive to the park, Sanjay pronounced the
cold weather highly auspicious. “The animals will teach us something
new today,” he shouted to William and Sarah, who sat in the back
seat, wrapped tight in buffalo plaid blankets, eyes watering from
the assault of frigid air. The driver—a kind-faced, barrel-chested
man named Hari—slowed the jeep only when they turned off the
macadam of Ranthambore Road onto the dusty track into the park.
The jeep shuddered and snorted white exhaust into the freezing
predawn blackness. Around them, hills rose blacker than the sky.
The Aravalli Hills are the oldest in the world. So began a passage
in a book Sarah had slipped into her pocket as she left her flat. Now
she flipped to a dog-eared page and read as best she could by penlight
on the bumpy road. They, along with the Vindhya Mountains, form two
spines that define Ranthambore. It is a place of dramatic terrain: cliffs
where leopards prowl at dusk, vine-draped ravines where tigers raise their
cubs, mirror lakes reflecting summer palaces and temples built a thousand
years ago. The ground is dust and stone.
She glanced up. They had entered thick woods, and on either
side of the track, every leaf and twig to a height of three feet glowed
ghostly in the headlights, as if the foliage had been doused in bleach.
It was dust, she realized, that created the eerie effect: ordinary dust
kicked up by every jeep that had passed that way since the last rain.
On the tawny hillsides, gnarled acacias claw against the landscape,
failing to reach the sky. Dhok trees hunker sere and lifeless until the
monsoon comes, and then their spindly branches unfurl leaves of
transparent green, the first tree in the forest to wither in the heat, the first
to revive in the rains. Near the stony nullahs, wild date palms scent the
air, and flocks of rose-ringed parakeets pour, crying, across the sky.
She lowered the book. The wind had died, and the headlights
caught a herd of spotted chital deer nibbling sparse grass beneath a fig
tree. “My father taught me the concept of camouflage beneath that
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very tree,” Sanjay said. “The chital were grazing just as they are now.
The white spots on their backs looked like sunlight through leaves.”
He turned in his seat. “Please remember, Sarah. Even if you don’t see
a tiger today, you can be sure the tiger sees you.” Half aphorism, half
consolation, his breath puffing out in white clouds, preparing her for
disappointment. But everything seemed a wonder to Sarah. The way
the world smelled of ice, of living things pulled in tight. The way the
forest creatures came awake when the sky began to gray in the east.
Animals rustled and hooted and krr-krrrred.
The jeep rumbled out of the wood and crested a hill. Rajbagh
Lake lay spread out below, its shining black surface exhaling streamers
of white mist. In the dark, the water gave up nothing but the liquid
reflection of headlights, though Sarah remembered it as a gem of a
lake, ringed by reeds and ornamented on its far shore with a summer
palace built a thousand years ago.
Crowning it all is the clifftop fortress, its millennial ramparts
golden at sunrise and late in the day. In its thousand-year history, its
seven gates have withstood innumerable sieges, their strategic placement
at switchbacks in the steep path rendering them all but impervious to
elephants and battering rams. In 1301, when the fortress was under the
control of the Rajput king Hammir Singh, it came under siege by the
sultan of Delhi, who managed to turn one of Singh’s generals against
him. Enticed by the promise of his own kingdom, the traitorous general
accomplished from inside the stronghold what armies and elephants could
not manage from below. In secret, he raised the orange flag, which the
king had decreed was to be flown only in defeat. Seeing the coded sign
that all was lost, the five thousand women and children of Ranthambore
flung themselves into fire.
In the face of this catastrophe, the Rajput king lost all heart and
surrendered to the sultan, though not before finding and killing the
traitorous general. The execution was utterly insufficient as an act of
revenge, but it was the only thing Hammir Singh had left to him.
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Now the fortress belongs to the tiger.
Sarah closed the book. Sanjay murmured something to Hari, and
they drove on, past a uniformed forest guard who sat on a rock near
the lakeshore, peeling an apple with a pocketknife. The headlights
caught him, and he pressed his palms together in a long-distance
namaskar. Nothing about him suggested that he was afraid of being
on foot in the tigers’ domain, but even from a distance, Sarah could
see that his face bore signs of an old injury: the nose misshapen, the
cheekbone caved in.
“It happened last dry season,” Sanjay said. “Herders. He and his
partner caught them grazing their cattle illegally in the park’s core
area.” He glanced back at Sarah. “He was the lucky one. His partner
died from the beating.”
Sarah had heard stories like this before. Too many people, too
few resources, everything out of balance. The reason NGOs like Tiger
Survival existed.
All around, bird chatter rose up amid the bustle of bodies
moving in the trees, the blunt sound of feathers against air. Whoever
thought the countryside was quiet had never been around birds in
the morning. Sanjay identified their calls: white-bellied drongo, Asian
paradise flycatcher, rufous-tailed shrike. Sarah sat back and listened,
both to learn a few things and to enjoy the cadences of Sanjay’s voice,
the British cast of his vowels, the v’s instead of w’s: jungle varbler.
“When I was a small boy,” he said, “I thought the birds sang the stars
to sleep. I don’t know where I got that idea. My father, probably. He
taught political science, but he was a naturalist at heart. He spoiled
me for any other kind of work.”
A peahen mewed. Night thinned to gray, and Sanjay gestured
for Hari to wheel the jeep onto a track leading into the forest. A few
dozen yards in, where blackness still held, Sanjay murmured, “Bas,”
and Hari stopped in the middle of the road, killing the engine but
leaving the headlights on to illuminate the track.
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“Claw marks.” Sanjay pointed to scratches in a tree trunk at the
edge of the headlights’ reach. “But he hasn’t been here in three or four
days. Maybe today he makes his rounds again.”
Sarah and William exchanged a hopeful glance. She was curious
about him. On film, William had always been the narrator. In person,
he seemed contained and respectful of Sanjay’s authority in the park.
Humble, really, a trait she found surprising and rather endearing.
For forty minutes they waited in the biting air. Sanjay and Hari
exchanged a few quiet words about Hari’s children, then fell silent so
as not to scare off the animals. The engine ticked intermittently as it
cooled. Sarah thought the membranes inside her nose might freeze and
shatter. For a time, she listened to the pressured pulsing in her ears to
take her mind off her fingertips, burning with chill despite her gloves.
A hoopoe stalked across the road, its headdress of black-tipped
feathers swaying. Sanjay handed Sarah his copy of Birds of the Indian
Subcontinent. As she read the field guide by the red beam of her
penlight, something shifted in the atmosphere to her right.
Without moving, she slid her eyes in that direction. And there he
was: a tiger, standing alongside the jeep. She could have reached out
and touched him.
In the gray half light, his body blended into the forest like a ghost.
He turned his head and looked right into her eyes. Then he stepped
past her into the headlights, and Sanjay whispered, “Tigertigertiger!”
and the four of them rose to their feet. In the light, he was no ghost
but a big, glossy male, long and lean, close enough that Sarah could
see the individual hairs in his fiery orange coat. His breath turned to
smoke as it hit the air. Without taking her eyes off the animal, Sarah
raised her camera.
Something about the angle of the tiger’s shoulder seemed
eloquent, as if all his power and grace originated there. The backs
of his black ears sported white spots that stared back like eyes,
then disappeared as he flicked his ears backward to judge the jeep’s
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proximity. He had registered their presence, that much was clear, but
he had already measured them up and decided they weren’t worth
bothering about.
He sauntered down the middle of the track, unhurried but
purposeful, stopping every few feet to spray his scent on a tree or
bush. Twenty feet past the jeep, he reared up and placed his forepaws
on a tree trunk, stretching easily six feet up. In profile, his eye glowed
amber, as if lit from within. His tail swished the dust as he pulled
his claws through the bark, which squealed and groaned under his
mauling.
Hari started the engine, and the tiger turned his head, his eyes
transforming into an unearthly electric green. He pulled his black
lips into a demonic snarl, wrinkling the skin of his nose and cheeks.
His long canines gleamed. Then he dropped silently to all fours and
disappeared into the trees.
Sanjay turned to Sarah and grasped her hand in victory. “God is
smiling on you,” he said, and, in fact, so was Sanjay himself. “That
was Akbar, the resident male. To see him in your first hour in the
park—it’s unheard of.”
She beamed, crinkling the corners of her eyes. “I’m lucky.” But
she quickly closed her lips. It was too cold to keep one’s teeth exposed
for long.
Later that morning, back in her apartment, she thought about
that moment. God is smiling on you. People didn’t usually talk to her
that way, but she liked that Sanjay did. Throughout the morning,
he had seen everything and known what it meant. Not only did he
spot pugmarks—paw prints—from a moving jeep, he could tell
how old they were. If dewdrops had fallen into a pugmark from
the trees, the track had been made before dawn. Three times, he
heard noises that Sarah didn’t even register. Once it was a tiger’s
far-off roar, barely more than a vibration in their chests. Sarah took
a photo of him at that moment: one hand in the air for quiet, lips
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slightly parted, a searching look on his face.
In the bedroom, she peeled off her clothing, scattering whitish
dust onto the tile in an irregular circle, like unbleached flour. It was
too cold to shower, so she wiped herself down with a washcloth and
dressed as quickly as she could. She figured it was maybe forty-five
degrees Fahrenheit in her apartment. The tile floor didn’t help matters.
Still, she had a space heater and warm clothes, which put her in the
privileged class. On the predawn drive to the park, they had passed a
farmer wearing a thin dhoti kurta and a turban. He clutched a shawl
around his shoulders, but his legs and feet were bare to the bitter cold.
India was a hard place to live, a hard place to make anything change.
A hard place to get past the tragic and the absurd.
She picked up her camera and flipped through the morning’s
shots. That tiger! She opened up her laptop and wrote up the encounter
in an email to Quinn. She wrote one more paragraph, hesitated,
deleted it, and pasted it back in:
What hit me was not so much the majesty of the animal
but the practicality of it all. For the first time, I understood
the tiger as a creature with a job. His work this morning
was to patrol his territory, the way a person might start
the workday by catching up on email. For the first time
in my adult life, I saw a tiger in the wild, and I found
myself shocked to discover that he and I have something
in common. That the tiger’s untamed nature does not
exempt him from routine and responsibility. That wildness
and freedom are not the same thing.

This was not the way Sarah normally wrote. On assignment,
she reported; she didn’t interpret. Her editor, Hal, used to say, in the
sardonic way of old-school newsmen, “If your mother says she loves
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you, check it out.” What he meant was, take nothing at face value.
Verify everything, and find a statistic or an official to quote. Do not
compare your life to a tiger’s.
But this tiger had looked straight into Sarah’s eyes. The way she saw
it, that eye contact gave her permission to write it any way she wanted.
She sent the message and moved to the front room, where she’d
placed a few photos in a niche above the low madras plaid couch. A
shot of her skydiving. A photo she’d taken of the boy soldiers after
their surrender. A faded snapshot of Marcus and her leaping off the
back of a sofa, knees bent, feet pedaling the air. They’d linked arms,
both of their free arms flinging outward like wings, as if they were one
flying creature with two backlit blond heads.
There must have been a reason she had lived and Marcus had
died. They both went into the creek that day; they both came down
with cholera. But maybe she was made of more resilient stuff, the
same quality that had made her the older twin by ten minutes. Or
maybe it was Sarah’s fate to cause her brother’s death. They lived in
a houseful of adults plus one older sister, yet in the moment she had
lured him outside, they had managed to slip beneath the notice of
every single person charged with their care. The sheer unlikelihood of
that achievement seemed to argue that its outcome was fated.
Or maybe the universe didn’t make it its business to pay attention
to naughty seven-year-olds, or to anyone else, for that matter. In
her adult life, Sarah had seen plenty of evidence to support that
hypothesis. In which case, the adults should have been paying vastly
more attention.
She sat down on the low sofa with a pad of notepaper and began
composing a classified ad to place in the Times of India.
It was 1974, she wrote. We were three American children.
You were our ayah.
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Introduction
The more we study animals, the smarter they get.
Whales, we now know, communicate in complex
languages over hundreds of miles; are curious, playful, and
highly social; and can recognize themselves and others in a
mirror. We know that sharks can sense how fast your heart
is beating, and a polar bear can smell you from twenty miles
away. Crows remember human faces, craft tools, and have long
relied on the tires of passing cars as their personal nutcrackers.
Bumble bees, like our companion animals, can be taught to
pull strings and push balls in exchange for treats. Thanks to
the efforts of professional and citizen scientists, we know so
much more about animals than we knew just a generation
ago.
Yet despite all we’ve learned, we have a long way to go
when it comes to appreciating what animals can do. Because
the skillset of a whale or a bumble bee doesn’t position that
animal for success in a hospital or on Wall Street, our society
continues to view and treat nonhuman animals as lesser
creatures.
Writers in all media, from fiction to film, bear some
responsibility for our collective ignorance and mistreatment
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of animals. Nothing makes me cringe more in a story when
I see animals used as mere props or set pieces: A man falls
off a boat into the ocean, so cue the shark to elicit fear out of
the reader, even though the fact is, sharks very rarely attack
people. Bears and wolves all too often suffer the same fate:
They are pulled into the story when the writer needs an easy
way to crank up the tension.
Consider the long-term impact of so many writers treating
so many animals similarly—a planet of people who do not
shed tears when sharks have their fins removed or when wolves
are killed to protect cattle (who themselves are slaughtered by
the billions at the hands of humans). Other misconceptions
commonly propagated by writers include: Pigs are messy, fish
don’t feel pain, horses enjoy running with humans on their
backs. Even the words and phrases we use have a collective,
subconscious impact: pigsty, like a beached whale, kill two
birds with one stone, don’t be a chicken. Through their work
and their art, writers have the power to give animals a voice
among humans—yet if we give animals a lesser voice or an
inauthentic voice, we do animals a disservice.
For society to change its views, writers must change their
views. We must look closely at how we depict animals and
ask ourselves difficult questions. For example, are we using
animals for our writing in a way that is authentic and fair? Or
are we using them for our own purposes, leading to further
misconceptions and abuses?
Animals have, both in literature and in life, been unfairly
used by humans for millennia. Yet as our awareness awakens
about animals’ intelligence, sensitivity, and capacity for
such “human” emotions as love, grief, and joy, literature,
too, is reflecting this change in awareness. From Franz
Kafka’s A Report to the Academy to Karen Joy Fowler’s We
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Are All Completely Beside Ourselves, animals have played an
increasingly central role in the literature of the last hundred
years, and writers are contributing to this advancing awareness
of animal issues through the written word, giving animals the
voices they deserve.
Yet little has been written about the process of writing
about animals—from crafting point of view to giving animals
realistic voices. Writers face many questions and choices in
their work, from how to educate without being didactic to
how to develop animals as characters for an audience that still
views them as ingredients.

Writing for, Not Merely About
When we chose the title of this collection, we deliberately
chose Writing for Animals over Writing about Animals. While
you will find much in this book to assist you in writing about
animals, we wanted this book to go further, to help writers
understand not only the process but the responsibility of
writing about animals.
As writers, we live in an era in which animal suffering
is becoming more evident to more people, while animals
are under continuing threats through a possible next great
extinction. And for those who do not yet see this or who
choose not to see this, reading a realistic, accurate, and
sensitively written story, poem, or novel about an animal can
open hearts and minds to the reality of this suffering and loss.
Writing for Animals is designed for writers across genres,
inviting them to take a closer look at how they treat animals in
their work and offering examples and tips along the way. The
book is organized into four parts, beginning with the writer
as “naturalist.” Like any scientifically trained naturalist, the
writer faces profound and conflicting moral questions. For
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starters, Joanna Lilley asks if we have a right to write about
animals and, if so, what responsibilities do all writers bear?
And when documenting the suffering that so many animals
endure at the hands of humans, she notes:
It isn’t easy writing about animals; it is
complicated and complex, both intellectually and
emotionally. Most of us, I suspect, do it because
we must rather than as a conscious choice. When
I stand for hours in galleries of extinct animals,
sometimes I don’t think I can do it anymore. But
bearing witness gives me a place to stand and
look, and a defendable reason for standing and
looking.
Lisa Johnson, in “Animals that Work in Stories,” explores
some of the key roles that animals play in literature, covering
authors such as Jack London and J.M. Coetzee. And in “The
Case for More Reality in Writing for Animals,” Rosemary
Lombard makes a compelling argument, outlining a process
that places animal characters on equal ground with their
human counterparts.
The process of learning to know the animals is
similar to writing about our own species. The
research is like doing historical research as a
background for story, yet, in fiction, having the
freedom to depart from it in some ways. Likewise,
structuring animal characters is similar to
structuring human characters, creating a suite of
characteristics of body, place, and behavior, but
realistic details are even more important because
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of one huge, obvious difference: The animals,
except a few in communication training, don’t
share our language. Their repertoire consists of
gestures, vocalizations, scent, postures, eye/pupil
change, and more; some of that we can learn.
You can also use talking animals, put words in
their thoughts, or have humans talk about them,
but each of those choices also involves knowing
the animals well, including details of appearance,
place, and behavior.
In Part II, we dive into the craft of writing for animals. In
“Meeting the Wild Things Where They Are,” Kipp Wessel
takes a holistic approach to the writing process, reminding us
of our connections with animals:
Animals, whether bounding through the
backyard sumac or the Serengeti, are as
dimensional as their human neighbors. Those
of us who share our homes with them already
know this truth. A dog is not a dog. A dog is.
A barn owl is. An aardvark is. Animals are as
sentient and multifaceted as any human being
(sometimes more so). We need to be reminded
of this when we delve into the writing of animal
lives within the stories we tell. Regardless of
nostrils or gills, those who have two feet or
twenty, many vertebrae or none—each animal,
bird, and reptile of the world has a life force and
personality all its own.
In “Rewilding Literature,” Paula MacKay shows how writers
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can use creative nonfiction to foster empathy for wolves and
other predators, inspiring compassion. She stresses that the
first step in the process is rewilding oneself. She cites John
Valliant, Ann Pancake, Peter Matthiessen and Aldo Leopold.
She writes: “[I]t doesn’t benefit predators to rob them of their
wildness by taming the terms used to describe them (to call
a grizzly bear cuddly, for instance) … We must choose our
words carefully when writing about wildlife and use language
that helps move people toward a more empathetic point of
view.”
Hannah Sandoval provides a detailed character analysis
of one of the more famous dogs in literature: Stephen King’s
Cujo in “Rabies Bites.” And Beth Lyons tackles veganism
and the fantasy genre with “Real Advocacy Within Fantasy
Worlds.”
Hunter Liguore, in “Writing Animals Where You
Are,” makes the case for focusing more on the animals you
encounter every day:
When writers are willing to meet animals where
they live, the hierarchy of certain animals being
more important can fall away. What’s more,
writers can start working right now, without the
impediment of waiting until a “better animal”
comes along.
Last, and most important, we become solid
witnesses to our world and can give voices to the
animals we—and our readers—encounter more
frequently. If I write about the mice in my attic, I
might connect with someone who also has mice
in the attic, or if I write about the groundhog that
comes each season, I might share something and
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connect with someone who also sees groundhogs.
Not everyone sees lions, tigers, and bears every
day. Together, though, we can work to give voice
to the diversity of the animal kingdom.
In Part III, we tackle anthropomorphism. While scientists are
taught not to project human qualities onto animals, writers
can project anything they wish—but even writers are often
cautioned against placing animals on equal footing with their
human counterparts.
In “Other Nations,” Marybeth Holleman discusses how
one writes about an “other” species. She notes, “Writing about
the nonhuman world is a practice in standing in the middle.”
And in “No One Mourns an Unnamed Animal,” Midge
Raymond discusses the relationship between naming animals
and empathy for animals.
When we give an animal a name, we give it an
identity, an individuality that sets it apart from
the rest of its nameless species. And, in doing
so, we often can’t help but develop an emotional
attachment to these named creatures.
The final part of the book is dedicated to inspiring writers to
use their work to change the world. Writers have the unique
ability not only to highlight the problems of today in ways
that can reach the broadest of audiences but also to imagine a
better, more compassionate tomorrow.
Sangamithra Iyer’s essay asks “Are You Willing?” She
writes, “Writing about animals in a way that challenges
rather than accepts societal norms is a radical act. Any
radical act is often met with resistance.”
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In “With a Hope to Change Things,” Alex Lockwood
interviews the founders of Zoomorphic magazine, an online
and print journal with a clear point of view regarding the
future of animal-centric writing.
Finally, we have assembled a resource list for writers
that comprises journals, blogs, and magazines dedicated to
publishing environmental and animal-centric fiction and
nonfiction.
What is the role of the writer in this age, the Anthropocene?
In a time when the world has been forever changed by humans,
we can begin to change it for the better. The way humans treat
nonhuman animals has significant impacts not only on our
own psyches but on the planet itself.
We invite writers to imagine a world in which there is
less suffering, more justice, purer water, cleaner air—and
each of these things is connected, in some way, to the way we
treat animals: for food, for entertainment, for resources. We
invite writers to imagine our similarities with our nonhuman
counterparts rather than our differences. And finally, we
invite writers to use their talents to show these things to the
world. I hope this book will help all writers do just that.
John Yunker
Ashland, Oregon
August 2018
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Part I:
The Writer as
Naturalist

Do We Have the Right to
Write about Animals?
Joanna Lilley

The girl took the poker her father handed her. As she looked up
at him, he put his hand on her back and pushed her forward,
closer to the animal crouching by a heap of rocks. Whatever
the creature was, she’d never seen one before. It was the size
of a large dog and had broad, dark stripes on its back and a
wide face.
“Go on,” her father said. “It killed our sheep.”
The girl stood with her feet apart. She raised the
poker with both hands.
I’m going to stop there because it’s hard to write about
the death of one of the last Tasmanian tigers ever to exist,
particularly at the hands of a child, even if I am writing
fiction. At least I hope I am. Reading The Doomsday Book
of Animals by David Day, it isn’t difficult to speculate that
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something like this may well have happened. Day writes that
all the attacks on humans by Tasmanian tigers were made by
animals who were “found to be starving and almost toothless,
being easily killed or driven off by sticks or, in one case, a
poker swung by a child.”
I have feared the worst in my interpretation of those
words and assumed that the poker was used to kill, not only
drive off, the creature. I hope I am wrong.
We make many choices when we write. You may have
noticed there are three potential points of view in the scene
I’ve started here—the child’s, the father’s, and the Tasmanian
tiger’s—and I haven’t opted for any of them yet. I, as the
narrator, am not inside anyone’s head. The scene so far
describes no one’s feelings. If I carried on writing the scene,
I would have to commit to a point of view; I would need to
show the reader what at least one of the characters is feeling,
or avoiding feeling. Otherwise, unless I had great skill as a
writer, the story would fall flat. The detached style would fail
to draw in the reader.
The point of view I’d find most intriguing would be the
tiger’s. (Actually, the Tasmanian tiger wasn’t a tiger at all
but a marsupial, and I’ll call it by one of its other names,
thylacine, from now on.) But how can I possibly know what
that particular thylacine was feeling? How can I know what
any thylacine once felt? Did the very last thylacine that we’re
aware of, who died in a cage in Hobart Zoo in 1936 after being
neglected by staff, know she was the only remaining example
of her kind? I recognize that sounds fanciful, but we have very
little idea what animals think and feel and perceive. This is
the biggest challenge for writers trying to write authentically
about animals. Do we have the ability, let alone the right, to
presume what any creature is thinking or feeling?
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I believe that, yes, we do have the ability and we do have
the right to presume, conjecture, speculate, imagine, and
explore what an animal might be experiencing. After all, we
are animals, too. We forget this. Indeed, we are trained to
believe we are not animals. This may not have been explicitly
said to us during our Homo sapiens childhood (although the
parental reprimand, “You’re not an animal. Don’t behave
like one!” is not uncommon). The training tends to be more
implicit, conveyed to us through attitudes and behaviors and
through our cultural or religious influences.
Despite this training, perhaps we were confused when we
observed that we lived with cats and dogs and rabbits and yet
ate cows and chickens and pigs. Maybe the family dog was
put down because the treatment for a tumor was expensive,
and yet our grandmother lived her last years in a costly care
home and didn’t know who we were when we visited. Perhaps
our parents criticized our uncle for caring more about his dog
than about his nephews and nieces. Maybe our mother hit a
rabbit on the highway and winced but carried on driving.
If we wish to write about animals, it is important to
be aware of our influences and beliefs, chosen or imposed,
evident or disguised, as this is the de facto training that has
made us forget our own animal status. To help you, here
are some questions you can ask yourself as a writer. You can
also direct the same questions to your human and, yes, your
animal characters.
Is an animal an “ it” or a “ he” or a “she” or a “they”?
Is an animal a “that” or a “who”?
In what circumstances could you kill an animal?
In what circumstances could you kill a Homo sapiens?
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Do you believe humans have souls?
Do you believe animals have souls?
Our beliefs about animals can come from many different
sources. Each of us is, of course, influenced by a unique set
of circumstances including families, friends, economic status,
class, education, religion, and geography.
For the past ten years, for example, I have lived in Yukon
in Canada, next to Alaska. There are fourteen First Nations in
Yukon, and the legends and stories passed on to them by their
grandmothers teach them that Crow started the world:
He brought fish to the lakes; he brought the first
light into the world by letting the sun, moon and
the stars escape from a wealthy man, who owned
them. Crow placed these into the sky so they
would belong to everyone.
The implication that Crow rescued the sun, moon, and
stars from the tyranny of man appeals to me more than the
depiction of creation we find in the Bible, yet I admit both
versions of creation are just stories to me. What did your
religion or culture teach you to believe about animals? Our
beliefs can be contradictory and complicated. In Hinduism,
cows are revered and never killed. The Nivkh people honored
bears in festivals, then killed and ate them, and in Judaism,
pigs are never eaten because they are considered unclean.
For my part, I grew up in England, a country that is
ostensibly Christian, though my parents only took me and my
siblings to church once a year, on Christmas Day. Christians
believe God created animals for human beings and that we
can therefore use them however we want. Christians believe
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animals are inferior to humans because they don’t have souls
and aren’t capable of reason. I hope I have oversimplified
the relationship of modern Christians to animals, but these
statements feel true to the culture I grew up inside. Which
is why, presumably, that culture finds it acceptable to keep
billions of animals in extreme confinement and then kill and
eat them.
What is notably confusing is that like millions of Homo
sapiens of varying cultures, I assume, I was trained as a baby
to listen to stories about animals and look at pictures of
animals. It’s astounding how many children’s books are about
our fellow creatures, albeit animals who can talk in human
language and wear clothes and are invariably cute. Their
reward for behaving like us is perhaps that the stories have
happy endings. (It is interesting that when animals feature in
adult stories, such as novels and films, they are highly likely to
come to a sticky end. The humans might get a happy ending,
but the animals rarely do.)
Like millions of other human children, I would persuade
my parents to read me as many stories as possible and
afterwards snuggle down to sleep among my stuffed toys—my
monkey, bear, horse, and cat—and in the morning I would
pour milk meant for baby cows on my cereal and at lunchtime
eat a pig sandwich.
And so, when we write about animals, we need to know
what belief system we are writing within and be aware of
whether we are upholding, questioning, or opposing it. We
must choose every word we use to describe an animal or convey
an animal presence consciously, thoughtfully, deliberately. We
must be able to explain each choice if we are called upon to
do so. I mean, here, the words we select and what they create:
vocabulary, diction, image, scene. (I am not saying the idea
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for a story or poem in itself can necessarily be conscious or
deliberate. In my experience, an idea will simply come to us,
and we will be compelled to write about it.)
Is, for example, the animal in your story or poem a
metaphor for the natural or the true? (Your protagonist sees
a grizzly bear on a hillside and wishes she were as free.) Is the
animal there to show how cruel a human character is? (Your
antagonist kicks a dog.) Do the animals have any agency of
their own, or are they props in a scene? (A cat curled up by a
fireside to denote domestic harmony.) Or a plot device? (If the
child hadn’t been running after a dog she wouldn’t have been
hit by a car.) Are they there as a comic turn? (Comedy isn’t
my strong point; perhaps a raccoon overturns a garbage can
while a teenager is trying to sneak back into a house at night.)
Could you write a story or a poem that includes an animal
that isn’t serving a human purpose? Could you write about
what the cat curled up by the fireside does when the husband
and wife in the room start arguing?
Could you write a story or poem without any human
beings in it at all?
When I started my current project of writing poems
about extinct species, I wanted to be able to write poems
that had no human presence in them and were not even
filtered through a human experience. I wanted to be absent,
for the animals to be able to communicate for themselves.
I knew it was impossible, for writing is a human artifact,
and I can’t, unfortunately, experience anything unless it is
through my own consciousness. Yet the fact that I have this
urge is promising. If I’m thinking this way, then thousands
of others will be, too. That’s generally how it seems to work.
Philosophers such as Peter Singer and his work on speciesism
have propped the door open for people like me, and more and
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more of us are walking through. (As long ago as 2003, J.M.
Coetzee’s eponymous character, Elizabeth Costello, likened
our treatment of animals to the treatment of humans in the
Holocaust. Consider that.)
It is exciting that our minds are at least capable of
attempting to experience a consciousness other than our own.
So, as animals ourselves, we are giving ourselves
permission to write about other animals. Now, how do we
go about knowing what those other animals are thinking or
feeling? Here are some more questions for us to think about.
Have you ever lowered your hands and knees to the grass
on a warm day and synchronized your breathing with the dog
lying beside you? Have you ever opened your mouth when no
one is looking and let your tongue loll? Have you been for a
walk at night and, like the dog beside you, never looked up
at the stars?
Have you slow-blinked at your cat when she looked at
you? Have you lapped water with your tongue from a glass?
Have you spent hours watching sparrows fly in and out of a
hedge? Have you growled in your sleep? Perhaps you’ve purred.
Find an animal. In your house or garden, in the park or
forest, on a mountain, in a zoo or on a safari, in a book or on
YouTube. Find a cat, a dog. Find a wasp, ant, beetle, robin,
raven, squirrel, gazelle, beaver, badger, fox, pheasant.
Watch that animal. Untighten your face, lower your
shoulders, let your arms hang, feel from the inside every part
of your body and relax each one: your muscles, your heart,
your liver, your spine, the soles of your feet. Loosen your
molecules; let them float apart. In this state, watch an animal.
Now let the space between you soften. Let the animal’s
form drift toward yours. Go closer to the other creature
without physically moving. Feel as if you are merging. Let
17
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your skin slacken and become more permeable. Dissolve the
air, paper, screen between you.
Become fur, chitin, bone, feather, fossil.
Pick up your pen. Touch the tips of your fingers to your
keyboard. Write. Write sentences, if they happen to come, or
just words. Make a row of marks and then another: your code
for translating human experience.
This is not a technique that will appeal to every writer; it
is just one way of attempting to connect with what another
animal is thinking or feeling. We are skilled at doing this
with our fellow human beings. I think we can get better at
doing it with animals, too. I have shared this perhaps rather
whimsical method with you because I find it to be an effective
approach and also because it makes it clear that my own
attitude toward animals is based on something we might call
intuition or emotion rather than scientific study and analysis.
Self-awareness is always useful. I have learned from years of
writing that however much I want to be rational, scientific,
factual, methodical, I write from a place of feeling. Almost
all of what I am sharing here is what I know from personal
experience rather than what I’ve learned through courses in
animal studies (I haven’t taken any) or from the writings of
Jeremy Bentham, Peter Singer, Jane Goodall, Elisa Aaltola
(read them if you can) and many others.
Nevertheless, observation, I believe, is the bridge between a
subjective and an objective approach to writing about animals.
I have observed the skull of a thylacine at the Royal Ontario
Museum in Ontario, Canada. I have seen the extinct Xerces
blue butterfly in a drawer in Regina, Canada. I have traveled
three and a half thousand miles from my home in Whitehorse
to meet Martha, the last-ever passenger pigeon, at the National
Museum of Natural History in Washington, DC.
18
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Introduction:
Banff and Reno
Not far from the blue waters of Lake Louise, we descended into
a small meadow. I was hiking in Banff National Park with Reno
Sommerhalder, a proud native of Switzerland who is an internationally
recognized bear naturalist. A thoughtful, meditative, and persistent
advocate for bears around the globe, he lectures on them frequently
throughout Europe and has published well-received memoirs about
his life among grizzlies. I knew taking a long walk with him in the
Canadian Rockies in search of bears was bound to be an adventure.
We were only an hour or so into our hike when we decided to head
off-trail to seek out the bears. Ahead of us was Mount Assiniboine
Provincial Park, and the backcountry between it and the more popular
areas of Banff promised ideal habitat for bears. Just before we turned
west toward the border of British Columbia, however, a young woman
emerged from behind a ridge and walked our way. When she was
only a few meters away, she hailed us.
“Hello,” she said. “It’s a perfect day!”
She was right. The day had started with some cold, early morning
mist, but the skies had cleared, and a bright sun was shining, warming
us from an autumn breeze that was flowing down from nearby peaks.
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Snow had already fallen in higher elevations, and that night, it would
dust our tent as well, but now, midmorning in the fullness of the
rich, sunny air, it seemed like a perfect day.
The young woman who called out to us was Vladmira Lackova,
an outdoor enthusiast who has worked around the world in various
nature parks. She is a native of Slovakia, and her Facebook feed looks
like an adventure travel website. A savvy and experienced world
traveler, she has set foot in more remote places than most of us could
ever hope. That day, high in an alpine meadow in the shadow of
Assiniboine, she would unwittingly change my life.
Vladmira told me that bears lived in Italy, an idea I found so
disorienting that I expressed not just surprise but outright skepticism.
She was, however, insistent. Not only are there bears in Italy, she
said, but they are brown bears. She saw my incredulity and leaned
toward me, cast her eyes around as though sharing a secret, and said
with a mocking fake whisper something that to my mind made her
claim cross into the realm of genuine absurdity.
They live, she said, barely an hour’s drive from Rome.
I looked at Reno. Vladmira looked at Reno. I searched for some
sign of a joke—two Euro-somethings playing tricks on the American
in the Canadian Rockies—but it never came. Instead, there was only
Vladmira’s final assertion.
They are, she insisted, very, very special bears.
Reno echoed the sentiment, and I realized that he, too, knew
about Italy’s bears. Indeed, he knew them quite well. A wilderness
guide, he leads bear observation trips around the globe and has been
deeply involved in European bear campaigns. He ushers adventurers
to Alaska, and he is one of the few people Russian officials permit to
lead trips into Kamchatka to see the remarkable bears there. If you’re
an American, he’s your only ticket to that part of the world. He is
as conversant with bear conservation issues and as knowledgeable of
different bear populations as anyone on Earth, so Vladmira’s story
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about Italian bears was no surprise to him. He suggested it should
not be to me either.
I did not know how to make sense of it. Brown bears were the
stuff of remote wilderness and high mountains. How could they live so
close to Rome? Yet they do, and they have for longer than any written
record that exists. The history of Rome means absolutely nothing to
them, and neither does their proximity to so many millions of people.
There are, of course, bears within an hour’s drive of other major
metropolitan areas around the world. Within an hour of Calgary
or Denver you can find bears, and, if you’re clever enough to know
where to look, you might find them a short drive from San Francisco
or LA. Certainly, not far from Seattle and Portland you can find
bears aplenty. But outside of Rome seemed impossible to me. In some
ways, it still does. Despite years of outdoor guiding and education,
I had never heard about bears in Italy.
As it turns out, I am not alone. Anyone I have spoken to after that
day in the Rockies seems as surprised as I was, and equally incredulous.
“Black bears?” many of them ask.
“No, brown bears,” I say, usually following this with an
anticipatory rebuttal: “I’m not joking.”
Doubt is warranted, I think. We associate Italy with ancient
history, Tuscan landscapes, great wine and food, astonishing art,
religious and spiritual traditions, fierce pride in local customs, and
any number of stereotypes about the people who now call themselves
Italian Americans, but few of us conjure images of nature—at least
in the sense of wilderness and the wild—when we think of Italy. The
land is too old there, too saturated with human civilization, and too
long developed by human industry and culture.
But brown bears persist there. Against all odds and in contradiction
to what most of us think we know about human-animal interaction,
they have found a way to survive in the face of one of humanity’s
oldest societies.
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The journey to my understanding of this startling fact has been,
predictably in hindsight, hardly straightforward, and this book is an
attempt to try to suss it all out. My hope is that this book provides
some sense of the history of the bears there while tracing in as clear
a way as possible the complicated relationships between humans and
animals in that part of the world. As a foresterio, the term some Italians
use to label an outsider or even interloper, I recognize significant
limitations to what I might accomplish. My ability to penetrate the
richness and nuance of the Italian experience, let alone the extensive
scientific work being done on behalf of the bears, is certainly worthy
of some skepticism in its own right. To try to compensate, I relied
throughout this project on the goodwill and genuine devotion of too
many people to count. While stories shifted and changed as different
people told me about their lives with the bears, it was rare that one
story contradicted or undermined the truth of the incredibly complex
issues surrounding conservation in Italy. Their different stories were
like the various colors a prism casts, none outshining the other but
each sparking from a central, crystalline truth, which is this: The
bears in Italy need help.
It turns out that there is more than one population of brown bears
in Italy, and understanding the distinction between the two—one
the last vestige of a former time that persists against all odds and the
other a great experiment in rewilding that, if successful, promises to
change how we see not only Italy but all of Europe—is one of the
aims of this book. To understand that distinction is to face difficult
questions about the possibility for relocating “wild,” large mammals
in places like Europe. It is also, however, to encounter promising
opportunities for reshaping natural environments all over the world.
Italy provides a compelling case study that has been a millennium
in the making, and there are surely few comparable experiments
in beast-human cohabitation to Italy’s with bears. If we can make
sense of that example and if we can generalize to even the slightest
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degree what Italy’s bears can teach us, we will be equipped to carry
out fundamental changes in how humans and animals interact and
live together.
Those opportunities seem to me at a critical point. We may well
be at a “now or never” moment. The stories in both central Italy,
where one set of bears lives, and northern Italy, where the other set
lives, are changing, and time is, by most accounts, growing short
to make a difference. Yet with more discussion about Italy’s bears
and greater understanding of what it takes to maintain—and even
rethink—wild space in a decidedly settled land, lasting change is
possible. The people who have dedicated years of their lives to saving
the Italian bears may finally receive the backing they need to do their
work, and if so, they may finally be able to carry their wisdom from
the quiet corners of rural Italy to the broader world of conservation.
Theirs is a lesson that we all need to hear.

Part I:
A Tale of
Two Bears

1
Wilderness and Italy’s
Alpine Bears
He claims he was minding his own business when he was attacked.
Daniele Maturi says he had been foraging for mushrooms just north
of the village of Pinzolo, Italy, when he spotted the bear. It was
a female with two cubs, and, according to Maturi, the beast did
not provide an opportunity for him to retreat. She simply attacked,
knocking him to the ground and taking vicious swipes at him. She
ripped at his leg and foot and pressed him into the ground with her
great forepaws. Maturi tried to roll away, clawing at the ground to
pull himself from the attacking animal. He was certain he was about
to be killed, and as he struggled, he became more desperate to get
away. He hit the bear, striking her snout, then reached out on the
forest floor, trying to find rocks and branches, anything he could use
as a weapon. He escaped only when the bear unexpectedly stopped
her attack and returned to her cubs, trotting away into the woods
and leaving him behind, bloodied and broken.
Maturi moved as quickly as he could to get out of the forest. A
gash down his left leg hampered him, but when he finally emerged, he
was conveyed to a hospital and treated for his wounds. The physical
trauma was not as extensive as it could have been. No major organs
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or arteries had been damaged, and aside from the slashing wounds
from the claws, the bear had done little else to hurt him. She had
not bitten him, and she had not broken any of his bones or torn flesh
from his body. Despite the emotional trauma from the encounter,
Maturi had been, in many respects, fortunate. A wild brown bear is
capable of killing a man with a single blow to the head or neck. He
walked away relatively unscathed.
The attack on Maturi in August of 2014 was from a relatively
well-known bear named Daniza, who until the attack had been
known as a quiet and peaceful animal. Despite her positive history,
sensationalized news stories quickly filled newspapers after the attack,
condemning the bear. Media flooded the area to cover the event.
One report announced “Bear Attack!” Another, quoting the victim,
ran the headline, “I Was Afraid I Would Die!” By July of 2015, the
province of Trento, where the attack occurred, was calling for a cull
of “dangerous bears,” even though the proclamation offered little
guidance in how to identify and locate such bears. Taken as a whole,
the stories about the attack and about bears in the area led inevitably
to one idea: The only good bear is a dead bear.
At the same time, local environmental groups launched an offensive
aimed at redirecting outrage over the event. Daniele Maturi became
the subject of sustained personal attacks on his character. He went by
the nickname “Carnera,” a reference to an Italian boxer and movie star,
and seemed to some too eager to be in the spotlight. Protests erupted
outside his apartment, and he began receiving death threats online and
through the mail when his contact information was made public. One
postcard, postmarked from Bologna, punned on the scientific name
for a grizzly bear, Ursus arctos horribilis, in order to make its point:
“We wish you a year horribilis, to happen to you about as bad you
can imagine so that Daniza and her children will be avenged. It was
all your fault, mushroom picker with no other work. Stay at home!”
Various groups began to question Maturi’s account of the attack,
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in particular the idea that he simply stumbled on the bear while out
looking for mushrooms and that he had fought off the bear with his
bare fists. They called him a liar, referred to his nickname as evidence
of his overblown sense of self-importance, and argued that no real
investigation of Maturi’s claims was ever made. The implication was
that he simply made up the entire attack and that local officials were
complicit in a cover-up.
The reason?
For many who doubted Maturi’s story, it all came down to money.
He was, they claimed, the employee of a ski resort whose plans
for expansion were halted because Daniza was known to have cubs
that were ranging in the proposed development area. With Daniza
out of the way, the environmentalists argued, the ski resort could
return to its plans to build more slopes and more condominiums. For
them, Maturi was the boob sent to do the bidding of the developers:
Demonize a bear in order to remove it from the area and thus pave
the way for the resort expansion.
Daniza was part of a bear reintroduction campaign in the
Alps that was controversial from the outset. Life Ursus, a program
sponsored by the European Union, was an attempt to repopulate
central Europe with wild brown bears. The Life Ursus team studied
various possibilities for a reintroduction plan and determined that
the Italian Alps provided ideal habitat for new bears and that a
particular group of eastern European brown bears had the best chance
to make the transition to Italy. They culled animals from a thriving
population in Slovenia, where bears in some areas outnumber people,
handpicking males and females who presented the best opportunity
for procreation.
Slovenia has a remarkably large and diverse bear population.
Some estimates put the number around 2,000 bears, so the choice to
import bears from Slovenia seemed obvious. The bears are abundant
and healthy there, and taking a small group of both males and females
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over a period of years would likely have little effect on the remaining
population. So, in 1999 and then again in 2000, the project managers,
measured in their approach but optimistic in their plan, trapped ten
Slovenian bears and transported them to northern Italy.
The bears’ new home, the Adamello-Brenta Provincial Park, is
renowned for its beauty and surprising wildness. Situated just over a
mountain range from the growing province of Trento, the park boasts
more than fifty lakes in an area under 500 square miles and bridges
two major ranges of the Italian Alps: the Brenta Dolomites group
and the granite Adamello-Presanella massif. Between the ranges runs
the Sarca River. The valleys that rise up from the river are dotted
with villages and ski slopes. High mountains, some reaching more
than 9,000 feet, ring ancient glaciers. Streams course down from the
mountains and feed verdant fields below.
The park is an extension of an area called the Dolomites, a
UNESCO World Heritage site of stunning natural beauty and
ancient history. Marmots screech their calls into the wind throughout
the summer, and the elusive ptarmigan struts across windblown
snowbanks in the winter. Marten scavenge along creeks, and chamois
leap from rock to rock in scree fields and rugged canyons. Impressive
castles and forts perch on hilltops, highlighting the fact that the
region has witnessed tides of cultural change brought by war, trade,
and shifting national and provincial boundaries. During World War
I, a secret fortress was built high in the mountains, complete with
countless tunnels and hidden lairs, and during World War II, the
area became part of an underground network of passageways for Jews
escaping the Holocaust. The local dialect reflects ongoing changes
in culture and influence, with some citizens in the area speaking
German, others Italian, and still others a remnant language, Ladin,
whose roots are long since forgotten. The language sounds like a
cross between Italian and German, but Roman vestiges suggest that
a heritage from Italy’s capital colors the linguistic oddity. It is as
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unique to the area as Creole is to parts of Louisiana, and thousands
still speak it.
Brown bears have always favored the area, so officials expected
the Slovenian bears to adapt well to their new home, but Life Ursus’s
introduced bears thrived beyond all expectation. By 2005, dozens
of cubs had been born, and the mountains were once again home
to brown bears. Headlines like “The Great Bear Comeback” ran
in Der Spiegel, Germany’s equivalent to the New York Times, and
project managers spoke openly about their hope for further expansion.
They cited the fact that the bears had already ventured outside the
reintroduction area, and in 2004, they noted, bears began to move
into Austria. In May of 2005, a wild bear set foot in Switzerland
for the first time in more than 100 years, making a grand entrance
by wandering into a village where sightseers and well-wishers got
startlingly close to the animal to take pictures. One Swiss paper ran
the headline, “THE BEAR IS BACK!” The enthusiasm was palpable.
But it was not universal. Not everyone was thrilled with the idea of
bears returning to the Alps. Opponents of the reintroduction campaign
voiced skepticism that bears from another country would be able to live
in Italy without disrupting human activity, and the program ignited
wide debate in Italy about the significance of wildlife to cultural identity.
Despite the fact that in the second half of the twentieth century
Italy led the world in the establishment of nature parks, the average
Italian’s experience with nature remains couched in a centuries-old
preference for human settlement. The image of a pristine natural
habitat hardly features in the Italian cultural imagination, even though
the country witnessed a virtual explosion of park creation. Most
Italians have little sense of how their country stacks up to preservation
attempts across Europe and the world, highlighting the fundamental
truth that Italian culture has rarely prized nature conservation.
More than one writer has pointed out that the Italian language
has no word for wilderness. There is no direct translation of the
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word—or even of the idea. Most translations derive from words for
forests or woodland, but wilderness in the way that much of the rest
of the West imagines it has no clear referent. It is not a concept that
carries significant cultural currency and thus has never really needed
a word. There is no strong nature writing or eco-poetry tradition in
Italy, nor is there a widely recognized tradition of pastoral painting
or landscape photography. In Italy there is no Thoreau equivalent any
more than there is an Ansel Adams. This is not to say that there are
not important practitioners or artists in those fields, but as far as an
established and widely recognized tradition, Italy is stunningly silent.
This is a reflection of a pretty basic fact: Italy represents human
achievement, not untouched wilderness. In a country where culture
and the arts continue to receive serious consideration from many
quarters of the population, very few native Italians have any desire
to visit the wilderness or experience “the wild” in the way that Arctic
or Alaskan or Siberian explorers might. Such a thing sounds quaintly
American, or, perhaps, northern European. “Roughing it” or “sleeping
under the stars” is something that people of the hinterlands do. The
Italians spent a thousand years clearing the land to ensure they would
never again have to struggle with the wild, and the memory of the
time before, when vandals and tribal warlords raided the countryside
and great beasts roamed the woods, is etched into the Italian mind.
One senses its presence in the villages perched on hilltops and the
massive walls surrounding many of the cities to this day. They are daily
reminders of human triumph over the natural world and persistent
evidence of human triumph over forest and mountain predators.
Human advancement meant conquest of nature—and its wild animals.
Especially bears.
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The Dayaks of Borneo worshipped Jata, the Watersnake goddess.
Together with the Hornbill, Mahatala,
she destroyed the Tree of Life and created the world.

— from Ngaju Religion: The Conception of God Among a South
Borneo People by Hans Scharer

Hatching Day

M

eg Yancy kept a picture to remind herself where she and
Jata began. The picture wasn’t of either one of them; it
was of the history of the relationship between Komodo
dragons and humans.

dragons. They called themselves adventurers, without any irony, and
they were on a King Kong mission to capture the biggest lizards in
the world. Zoos all over Europe and America had just heard of the
Komodo dragon, and everyone wanted a piece of the action, all of
hemisphere. In other words, it was the typical feeding frenzy Meg
always read about whenever some new, crazy species splashed onto
the pages of the trade journals.
What made this story different was that the Komodo kings—
those much-hyped, little-understood predators—didn’t go quietly
into that dark cage. They beat the men who hunted them, and no one
saw it coming.
When the men landed on the island, the dragons didn’t attack
them. Despite what recent headlines suggest, Komodos don’t
regularly eat people. Humans taste bad—ask any shark. The dragons
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didn’t run or hide either; it wouldn’t even occur to a ten-foot-long,
three-hundred-pound dragon to hide from some smelly, chattering
mammals.
The men baited them with bleeding goats, trapped them, made
the local villagers bind their jaws and legs, and measured them to
make sure they were the longest, most impressive specimens to send
back to the Western zoos. They loaded the dragons in wooden cages
onto their ships, then kicked back in their cabins, sipping whiskey,
The dragons broke free.
They smashed their cages to boards and splinters, ran past the
shocked crew up the stairs to the main deck, and jumped, leaping
overboard with a splash that must have sounded like “No fucking
thank you,” and dove through the dark waters to swim home.
They couldn’t have made it. The dragons had escaped in the
middle of the ocean with no land in sight. All of them died of hypoThe point was that they died free. They died unbeaten.
Eventually the humans got smarter and found ways to contain
the animals during the long trip and deliver them to all the zoos.
Jata’s ancestors were among the captured ones. Now, as a keeper,
Meg tried to make the cage bearable for the ones who weren’t lucky
enough to escape and die free.
Zoo of America and walked inside, Meg went straight to the picture
she kept taped up on the wall. It was from around 1910, as near as
in an American zoo. The dragon sat in a small, metal enclosure with
no food, no water, and no chance for escape. After weeks at sea, that
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and saw what a hundred years could do.
Through the viewing window, Meg could glimpse a sliver of
the ten-foot rock wall that circled the habitat. A large swimming
pond took up the far side of the space, and various trees and shrubs
internal heaters to keep their surfaces toasty warm, perfect for after-

job was to get that dragon out.
She unlocked and opened a window on the holding room’s
airholes—and dropped in the backside of a chicken, minus some
feathers and guts. Re-locking the window, she walked to the other
creaking motion inside the wall signaled that the door had opened,

through the lead glass. The metal cooled a circle into her stomach
through the uniform, and her breath fogged the window. One second,
two. There was no reason to step inside to call her when the chicken
would do all the work. Komodos could smell carrion two miles
across the Indonesian savannah; a forty-foot distance would be like
shoving a piping hot pizza in Jata’s face.
The pool and basking rocks were empty, so Meg focused on the
cave, which wasn’t really a cave. The rock outcropping that supported

cavity tucked underneath the constant stream of visitors.
That’s where Jata appeared.
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copper running to green. Her square snout protruded out from the
tongue to her eyes, which darted immediately to where the mini-door
lunges, Jata broke into the open space in dead pursuit of a free lunch.
This was the best part, watching Jata walk. Did those European
a Komodo dragon? Jata walked diagonally, one foot in time with
the opposite hind leg, in a sweeping, swaggering motion. Her tail
pumped out behind her like a three-foot-long, bone-encrusted
rudder, stirring up dirt and leaves and even a few wadded-up napkins
in her wake. Sweep, swagger, she walked. Sweep, swagger, and even
though her head bobbed up and down in time, her eyes never moved;

the clicking of claws on wood, the rustle and brush of scales against
slammed the lever down. She had to be quick. Even sleepy, Jata liked
to grab the bait and wriggle back out before she was trapped.

The few visitors strolling down the Reptile Kingdom path cocked
their heads and waited to see if Meg would do anything interesting.
Behind bars, humans were just as fascinating as animals. Without
breaking stride, Meg scooped up the napkins and chucked them up
into the walkway. At least napkins were biodegradable. Freaking
people used the turtle pond as a wishing well, and then they had to
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do surgery to pull $1.85 out of the turtle’s stomach. The visitors, a
couple of teenagers holding hands, rolled their eyes and kept walking
after a quick double-check of the keeper’s entrance to make sure the
coast was clear, Meg clicked off the radio on her belt, turned on the
As a juvenile, Jata had scampered in and out of this place freely,

the whole place was so hidden—but then the dirt started mounding
up at the sides of the rock, along with all the loose bits of gravel
and sand, just like an avalanche waiting to happen. It was natural
enough for a Komodo to make a burrow. They used them to conserve
of their best skills, and every once in a while on Komodo Island
someone came across a dead dragon that had suffocated under the
weight of its own ingenuity.
Meg crawled into the cave, military-style, and began packing the

quiet work, not too bad for anyone who didn’t get that buried-alive
nightmare. From here, it was hard even to hear the humming of the
building generators. The world shrank down to just the dull thwacks
of the shovel, the smell of mossy soil, and the sweet curl of sweat
trailing from her temples to the corners of her mouth. She worked
her way around the cement circle and was checking the perimeter
one last time when something broke the silence.
“Yancy!” The voice was distorted and distant. She switched the
“Yancy, I know you’re in there. I can see your keys on the ground.”
5
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Shit. She must have dropped them before crawling inside. The
oomph than
anything Chuck could belt out.
There was just enough room to scoot around so she didn’t have
her elbows and knees, the light burned her eyes. She paused at the
and wary.
“What the hell are you doing under there? I didn’t even know
that was open space.”
Antonio Rodríguez’s voice came from directly above her, so
concrete, and steel towered over her, a bumpy landscape that seemed
round splotch breaking the horizon of the railing like a black sun.
Antonio was just a silhouette, totally eclipsed by the light streaming
in from the arching skylights.
“Yeah, it’s open under here. Is that all?”
“You look like a prairie dog.”
Dirt sifted out of her hair and landed on her nose as she
shrugged, but she bit down on the sneeze. No need to hand him any
more satisfaction.
“You playing tourist today, Rodríguez? What do you want?”
“Don’t you have someone watching your back under there? Or a
safety harness or something?”
She pulled herself the rest of the way out of the cave and stood
up, arms crossed. Antonio was the head veterinarian, a tall, dark,
handsome pain in the ass. When he wasn’t working his Latin heartthrob angle on some hapless intern, he was using the zoo as his
personal laboratory to grab as much industry attention as his endless
studies could get. Now, lounging over the railing, he looked as if
6
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it were Sunday afternoon at the horse track and he had a winning
whiter than his lab coat. He knew he’d caught her, the bastard.
“Do I look like I report to the veterinary department?” She
grabbed her keys from the ground and started walking back to the
keeper door. “Go piss off. I’ve got an irritated Komodo to release.”
She fumbled with the ring, looking for the key with the sticker of
a Chinese parade dragon, the tiny tumble of yellow and red that stood
out from all the other keys, and hollered over her shoulder. “Aren’t
you supposed to be working? Injecting monkeys with microchips or
analyzing bat shit or …” Found it. As she slid the key into the lock,
he stopped her with a word.
“Meg.”
Yancy—or
Yance in a hurry; the dragon keeper around newbies; Miss Yancy
when he was being a smart-ass; and Queen Bitch when she was the
smart-ass and he thought she was out of earshot. Any of these names,
She spun around, her jaw dropping. The knowledge punched her
in the gut with a breath-robbing, giddy certainty. Antonio leaned
farther over the railing, practically dancing now. He looked as if he
“Really?”
He nodded. “Just now. I had to tell you in person. Come on, let’s
go.”
to the wood that sent out the sweet stink of blood and rancid, postgetting impatient. Meg leaned over the airholes, holding her cheeks
to keep the smile from breaking her entire face apart.
“They’re hatching.”
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Meg had never seen so many people jammed into the nursery
before. The room was no bigger than her kitchen, and at least a dozen
bodies lined the walls. Every keeper and vet intern she’d ever seen
in the hallways wanted a piece of the party, all of them clamoring
above heads and around shoulders for a look at the incubator and
the three Komodo eggs that lay inside. Meg tried not to turn around

When she and Antonio had arrived, it was already crowded, but
he’d just grabbed her hand and slogged through the crowd straight
to the back of the room. A couple of chairs were set up around the
machine, but she couldn’t sit. She stood with her arms crossed,
“Hey, down in front,” someone said.
“Piss off. Where were you for the last eight months?” She didn’t
even bother to see who it was. They were all bandwagon freeloaders,
lazy kids fresh out of college who’d rather play voyeur than take care

her leg with the back of his pen. “Play nice.”
“Why?” she grumbled. “None of them rotated the eggs or
monitored the temperature and humidity of the environment. They
stimulants.”
“I wouldn’t admit that in public, Yancy. People might get jealous
of your fascinating life.”
A few people snickered behind them.
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Gemma Perkins, Meg’s fellow reptile keeper and the only one
com units. “How’s it going in there?”
“The same,” Meg replied, without glancing away from the incubator. When her eyeballs started to itch and water, she rubbed them
with her wrist.
The egg that had started the entire circus was at the front point of
the three-egg clutch. Hairline slices ran diagonally from its base up
a tiny sliver of black. All eyes in the room, some with more success
than others, strained to focus on that one slice of space. Meg could
practically feel a dozen people’s breaths pulsing around it, like some
creepy fan club waiting to witness what some of them insisted on
calling a miracle.
As the minutes ticked by, no more slices appeared in the shell.
The tiny Komodo remained invisible underneath the crack in the

feet. Meg tried to ignore the worry circulating in the air behind her.
“Why did he stop?” someone murmured, but no one answered.
It was the second time today that Meg had stared into a black
void, but this was no cave. She couldn’t crawl inside and make it safe
or do anything that would ease the hatchling’s way into the world.
For this journey, he was on his own. Somewhere inside that blackness he’d grown a single, serrated tooth for this sole purpose—the
shell tooth. Once he struggled free of the shell, the tooth would fall
out, spent.
The shell tooth was at the front of the hatchling’s mouth on his
top palate. Meg’s own tongue now pushed at the same spot, focusing
the tension toward the only point in the entire world that mattered
right now. The pressure in her mouth spread into her skull, seeped
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the rushing void of a seashell that silenced everything else inside
the room. It brought the Komodo kings back to her mind—what the
roar of the sea must have sounded like as it rose to meet them, then
the cold press of water that welcomed them into the nether region
between life and death. The hatchling was crossing paths with them
to be born.
At that moment, the crack in the egg ripped open.
The entire room shouted. Meg’s jaw stung from the sudden
release, and she grabbed someone’s hand, squeezing the palm into
pulp.
A long slice of shell, the size of a carrot, fell off the egg and
revealed the underside of a wet jaw and part of a foreleg. The jaw
moved, glistening under the incubator lights like a pearl, and thrust
itself up through the hole. Suddenly his whole head was visible, a
yellow and green crown no longer than two inches, and his slatted
eyes blinked open.
room. People laughed and hugged one another, pushing forward for
a better look at the zoo’s newest baby. Meg took it in, dumb with
surprise. Were these the same people who grumbled alongside her
every day, bitching about management, long hours, low pay, and the
humiliation of being replaced by little pieces of plastic? It was as if
they’d collectively shed some itchy, brittle skin and slithered out into
the summer sun, as unrecognizable as the crazy pounding of her
own heart.
Without warning, Antonio swooped over to wrap her into a huge
bear hug and twirl her around. The antiseptic on his clothes stung her
eyes and pricked tears into their corners. She protested and shoved
him off, grabbing the chart out of his hand so she could look away
10
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and dry her eyes.
“April ninth,” she said as she wrote down the date.
Antonio looked at his watch. “Five-fourteen.”
For a split second, they both paused and stared at each other.
in the history of the Zoo of America that Meg Yancy and Antonio
Rodríguez shared a moment in which neither of them sneered or
split open. Only a handful of people in the world had ever witnessed
a birth like this. It was the beginning of a life that shouldn’t be. No
one inside or outside of this room was ready for Jata’s babies, but here
they were anyway, severing everything in her life into the distant,
messy before and the impossible, triumphant now.
Meg and Antonio grinned at each other, then he grabbed his
chart back, scribbling like mad. She bent down toward the hatchling,
by the two eggs that hid his sleeping brothers.
There was a hypnotic glaze over his black eyes, that cloudiness
knew that look. He was gathering his strength. He was getting ready
to change everything.
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Introduction
As a society, we have a curious relationship with animals.
Some animals we welcome into our homes and our lives. We
tell them we love them. We call them our children. We become
inconsolable when we lose them.
Other animals do not receive such adoration or protection.
Some are viewed as nuisances, others as expendable. We keep our
distance from these species. We use words like anthropomorphize so
as not to get emotionally attached. We create mental hierarchies of
animal intelligence so we may prioritize one species over another.
We create barriers in our minds and on our lawns and in our legal
systems to keep animals in their place and us in ours.
The stories in this anthology call attention to the many walls
we have constructed.
At Ashland Creek Press, we believe that literature has an
important role to play in not only reflecting the world around
us but in changing it for the better. This anthology grew out of
a desire to publish writing that re-examines and re-imagines our
relationship with nature—specifically, with animals.
It’s a relationship in need of serious therapy.
The stories you will read here are as diverse as the species they
depict, yet they also have much in common. Many of the stories
underscore the equalities among humans and animals. “Aren’t
1

You Pretty?” and “Beyond the Strandline” reveal that the grief
and loss experienced as a result of injury and death are equal,
regardless of species. And in “Litter,” we experience firsthand
the world through a stray dog’s eyes.
In “Pelicans,” we witness how an understanding of one
species is vital to the survival of another. In “Greyhound,” a
rescued animal plays the role of rescuer. And in “The Weight
of Things Unsaid,” a baby turtle reminds a mother of two
losses, human and animal, and the unbearable weight of each.
Some stories reveal that people who live on the edge of
wilderness are often those most in conflict with it. In “Bad
Berry Season,” a park ranger does her best to keep bears and
people apart, an increasingly futile effort with tragic and
surprising consequences. In “Blue Murder,” a farmer who is
at odds with the local birds finds himself inexplicably drawn
to an individual one.
The apparent contradictions between the animals we
love and the animals we kill are not always so apparent to the
characters of some stories. In “Emu,” we watch the narrator
tenderizing pork for dinner while praying for the sparing of
a stray who showed up behind her home. In “Meat,” a child’s
eyes shed light on the inconsistency of our society’s yearning
for “guilt-free” meat and the compassion we have for our pets.
And in “The Ecstatic Cry,” a penguin researcher in
Antarctica resists people, only to find that connections are
similar in the animal and human worlds.
Sometimes, these connections emerge via the spiritual
and mythological. In “The Boto’s Child” a woman has an
encounter with a mythical dolphin, and in “With Sheep,”
the lines between human and animal are blurred beyond
distinction. In “Alas, Falada!” a zookeeper in mourning for an
eland finds solace in a fairy tale.
“Miriam’s Lantern,” the last story in the anthology, deals
2

with those who are last. In this haunting tale, a man must
witness the extinction of a bird species, knowing that he
played a role in its demise.
Day and night I brooded on letting the bird go.
Together the two of us, of unrelated but closely connected
species, from separate but closely related cages, would
rise up into the sky—
I hope you enjoy these stories as much as we have, and
that you’ll share them with others.
Ultimately, it is our hope that this collection, while
bringing us into so many different and varied worlds, sends a
larger message as well — that we are all animals sharing this
planet, and it is up to human animals to be better neighbors.
—John Yunker
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“To have faith is to trust yourself to the water. When you swim you
don’t grab hold of the water, because if you do you will sink and drown.
—Alan Watts

one
God Help Us.
The words, writ large in the sand, appeared on the beach after
Duncan Leland’s attention had already drifted. It was in the pink
of the afternoon, at the end of another trying day, when he should
have been attempting something spectacularly proactive to save
his sinking business, such as scrambling numbers on a screen or
gathering somber consultants around him, but instead, as was his

JoeAnn Hart

was clear and blue, the water calm. The serenity of the day mocked
the economic storm raging around him. He was now, as Harvey
Storer of Coastal Bank & Trust had so coldly pointed out to him that
Products of Maine, Ltd., than the business was worth.
“True that,” Duncan had agreed, “but only at this very moment.”
“What else is there?” asked Storer.
A leveling silence washed over Duncan as his mind slowly
emptied of words. He was opening and shutting his mouth like a
closer.
“Duncan? What else do you have that might secure this loan?”
Duncan shook himself out of his trance, realizing that Storer’s
said, half-standing as he slapped pages of the loan application down
on the mahogany like tarot cards. “Look, in the spring, our new line
of fertilizer hits the market, opening a revenue stream so robust it’ll
thick with projections, but this banker, like the ones who came before
failed to overcome the devalued assets of the present, and in that
moment he saw his business begin to slide away.
He’d left Storer’s sterile cubicle in a funk and gone back to his

rust-streaked sand so inhospitable it did not even exist at high tide,
He watched the bag, alive with water, wash gently from side to side
until his own currents of thought slowed to a listless tempo. After
an empty space of time, the retreating tide abandoned both stick
and bag to the land, and his hypnotic amusement was over. Looking
2
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back, he was sure of one thing: There had been no one on the beach,
and there had been no mysterious message written in the sand. That
was two things, but still.
He wondered if he might have been a witness to the event if the
music hadn’t ended. He liked to keep an iPod playing on the factory

better give them some background music to divert their senses. If
nothing else, managing the sound system was one of the few enjoyable duties left to him, so when a cycle of early Beatles ended, he
turned his back on the water view to deliberate at length between
Playlist #8 (Miles, Coltrane, and Rufus Harley) and Playlist #22
(Dylan, Joni, and Steve Earle) before abandoning hope of coming to
any decision at all. He clicked shuffle in defeat and returned to his
chair. When he looked back down at the beach, there, scratched into
the sand, were the three-foot-high wobbly letters spelling out God
Help Us
water. The message faced the harbor, not him, so it didn’t appear
to be a personal accusation, more like a random act of prayer. Or
not. Worst case scenario, it was written by an employee petitioning
God on behalf of Seacrest’s. But no matter who wrote it or what the
intention was, it was a desperate message and a bad one for potential
investors, should he ever have any. It had to go.

so much from him these days, most of all an optimistic face on
Seacrest’s future. Gone, gone, gone. It was low tide now, and his
heels sank into the wet sand as he trudged toward the words, his
rubber boot, he proceeded to rub out the message, erasing the d
changing God Help Us to Go Help Us.
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“Better,” he mumbled. More ecumenical, more in keeping with
his Unitarian ancestry. Then he contemplated Us, that sweet plural
pronoun of marriage. He rubbed it out. It had been the middle of
August when Cora had asked for a little air, and here it was after
Labor Day and he still hadn’t heard back from her whether she’d
caught her breath. He stood very still, trying to quell the sour tide
in his gut. How had the solid continent of Us become the scattered
islands of him and her? They had just wanted what everyone else
seemed to have. “Is a baby really too much to ask for?” as Cora
He should have known that to have expectations was to court
disappointment. Two years ago they’d decided it was time to add to
their fund of general happiness, but nature had not taken its usual
course in the bedroom. Was it her? Was it him? Or were they just a bad
combination? But Cora, even-keeled as she was, wouldn’t let them go
solved.” And in July they began to take deliberate steps toward in
to test for volatility. He found the staff oddly humorless about the

cup in hand, locked in terror as if staring into a milky abyss. A nurse
had to wrest the container from him, and from then on his marriage
began to spiral down the drain.
The problem was this: Fertility treatment had led him to think
about the dangers of replicating his family’s genes, and those worries
began to bloom like algae in a stagnant pond. The next thing he
knew, he was debating whether it was right to bring children into
the world at all, a world so overcrowded and polluted it sat on the
brink of ecological extinction. This, in turn, led to questions about
the meaning of life itself. “When we give them life, we give them
4
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death,” he said. “What’s the point?”
That had been it for Cora. “Enough thinking,” she’d said
through her tears. “It’s time to act.” Off to counseling they went, but
they could not reach the line of salvage in that desolate terrain, with
its boxes of tissues and anatomically correct dolls stored in a milk
crate in the corner. Cora was particularly teary because she’d been
getting estrogen shots in preparation for the egg harvest. Marriage
counseling ended when he failed to follow through on scheduling
an appointment, a chore the therapist insisted they take turns doing,
a tactic that seemed like some kind of a test. He remembered the
moment he stalled out. He had been, as was his habit, gazing out of
above a distant beach. enjoy hood ice cream was printed on the
rounded sides, sending him into a smiling reverie of dripping vanilla
cones, sand buckets, and other childhood joys. “Enjoy it all,” he’d
said out loud. He continued to watch until the blimp turned inland,
but instead of majestically disappearing over the horizon as usual, it
slowly—ever, ever so slowly—dipped too close to the treetops. The
navigation bucket got stuck in the branches, and it could not move.
Engine trouble, he’d found out later. No one was hurt, but how could
he make an appointment after that?
“What kind of a world is this where a zeppelin can just fall out
of the sky?” he said to Cora. It was the day he’d gone to Portland
that week, so he was particularly shaken up. “How can we bring
a child into a world that hasn’t even mastered nineteenth-century
technology?”
Cora was as unmoved as the zeppelin. “Fuck the blimp,” she
said. She was a family therapist herself, and as far as she was
concerned, his inability to make the appointment demonstrated not
just his lack of commitment to the process but a lack of commitment
5
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to her and their future baby. Like a cruise ship, Cora was not easy
to turn around once she was set on a particular heading. She started
throwing ballast overboard. She sent Duncan away that very night.
“Go to Slocum’s for a few days to get your head on straight. You’re
too anxious to be around right now.”
Their relationship had been sitting in dead air ever since. But
that was not today’s problem. His marriage would have to wait in a
long line of tomorrow’s problems because today he had to save his
business. Seacrest’s was letting in water at every seam, and it was
all his fault. He had aimed too high. He should have opted for the
cheapest solution he could get away with a few years ago when the
EPA mandated the installation of pollution controls, but no—in the
spirit of the careless prosperity of the times, he’d gone trolloping to
where the woodbine twineth and borrowed too much money for a
complete modernization of the plant, making it as clean and tight as
a toolbox. The banks were crazy to loan him so much money. How
business was to process marine waste into feed and fertilizer, used
to be known, along with all the other gurry or dehydration plants on
renovated plant was almost odorless. The industry had come a long
way since his great-great-grandfather Lucius Leland’s time, when
catch—was unceremoniously dumped into the harbor, only to wash
up on shore later in the day. Lucius was originally from bustling
New Bedford, but he’d dropped anchor in Port Ellery in the name of
love for a local lass and soon saw wealth where others saw garbage.
Using the money he’d raised touring the Midwest with a sawduststuffed whale in a boxcar, he built a factory to dry and grind up the
whale. The pet food industry soon became a major buyer as well, and
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business boomed for more than a century, but in the last few decades
they’d had to branch out just to keep up. Duncan’s father developed
to the recipe after watching Cora gather seaweed from the beach for
her garden.
Kelp. He looked at Go Help in the sand, then changed the H in
Help to a K and added an exclamation point.
“Go Kelp!” he shouted, then looked around, but there was no one
to hear. Not even the gang of seagulls patrolling the water’s edge had
paused to consider his outburst. As was too often the case these days,
his words made sense only to him. Go Kelp! could be the name of his
new retail line of soil amendments, if there was a future for them at
all. Before the expensive renovations to the building, he’d always sold
his fertilizer in barrels to companies that resold the powder in small
in, some daft accountant said that the only way to recoup his capital
expenditure was to leave the safe harbor of wholesale and set out into
the deep waters of retail. Which meant more money out the door.
His marketing investment had been huge, and the product was still
not launched. Worse, competition was darkening the sky. A dehyde
their waste and was already selling eco-sludge directly to the planting
public. Another company in northern Maine was peddling lobstershell dust and getting as much play in the gardening magazines as
a dazzling new rose. He hadn’t acted fast enough in making the
transition. The words he’d overheard in a bar ten years ago, soon
after he took his father’s place at Seacrest’s, came back to him now:
“Duncan Leland run a business? He couldn’t run a bath.”
One of the seagulls bounced closer with an eye toward a blue
shell near his foot. Duncan kicked the mussel to the bird so it could
see for itself that it was empty; then, with a start, he realized that
7
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there were no footprints on the beach other than his. How was that
possible? Someone had written the words without walking on the
sand? He looked around, then up. He was lost in troubled thought
when a ship’s horn sounded, frightening the seagulls into the air with
All but one. There was always one.
The large black-backed gull had a loop of a six-pack holder stuck
in its beak and around its neck, so that the sharp plastic dug into
the sides of its face. The rest of the holder was bunched up around
its head, and two of the loops formed glasses through which the
bird stared at him with red, burning eyes. One wing hung limply by
its side, dragging in the sand. The poor bastard could hardly move
without making things worse, and Duncan knew that feeling all too
well. The kindest thing to do was to let nature take its course, but
when the bird opened its beak in mute appeal, Duncan realized he
his friend Josefa Gould again. Josefa ran Seagull Rescue out of her
backyard, a cramped space where the birds went to linger in pain
before dying. He looked up at the factory. He couldn’t see anyone
though he couldn’t see his employees, he could feel their eyes upon
him, and in his mind he heard them laughing.
Let them. Wounded animals had to stick together.

employees thought he was. He could hear Cora telling him in the
measured cadence of her profession that he was being paranoid, that
he had the love and respect of all his employees. But this was not
paranoia; how he wished it were. Ever since his father died, forcing
Duncan to move back from New York to take over Seacrest’s helm—
his older brother, Nod, having laughed it off—he felt he was not
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meeting the employees’ expectations of a Leland boss. Duncan had
arrived at the tail end of a long line of rugged, blond male specimens
who were athletic, competent, and self-assured on land and sea. He
was none of those things. Baby pictures showed him as a happy
towhead, but the years had darkened his hair along with his mood,
until both were mud-colored. Behind his back, he imagined that his
workers made fun of his coordination (faulty) and glasses (eyes too
dry for contacts). He was tall, yes, but tall in a gangly, loose-limbed
sort of way. His image was not helped by the fact that at the moment
he wore a business suit tucked into calf-high muck boots. After he’d
returned from the bank with an empty begging bowl, he was too
tired to change into his work clothes of jeans and a sweatshirt. He’d
removed his tie and tossed it up and over the ceiling fan like a noose,
then slipped off his leather shoes and put on the wellies he kept in his

no future that included a three-piece suit.
been stranded by the tide, Duncan feigned left and the bird bobbed
right. Back and forth they went, tangoing their way slowly to the
crumbling seawall where the gull could be cornered among the
debris. If the harbor of Port Ellery, Maine, was anatomical, they now
was neatly centered in the groin between two intertwining estuaries
armpits, and piney islands spread across the skin of water like raised
hives. Seacrest’s sat off the harbor’s irregular belly, in a small unnavigable loop prone to collecting trash. Blue rubber gloves and pieces
of yellow rope were dashed twice daily against the seawall, then fell
behind the dark, wet rocks. Twisted metal shrines of lobster traps
had dug into the beach to become part of the natural landscape, but
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plastic water bottles and featherweight polystyrene coffee cups were
the transient and windblown accessories. Some days the tide took it
all away; other days it left it all behind.
The gull’s options narrowed, and it turned its back to the wall,
preparing to hold its ground. Duncan removed his jacket and held
it aside like a toreador. The air blowing in off the harbor was cool,
but the warmth of the sun on his back reminded him it was still
technically summer. “It’s not over yet,” he said to the bird and moved
carefully toward it, attempting a graceful drop of the jacket, but that
required him to get so close that the gull was able to slash the tender
part of his palm with the curved tip of its beak before trundling away.
He was sure he saw people move away. Would no one come to help
him? Worse, would someone come to help and expose him as a leader
who could not even catch an injured gull? It was equally unthinkable
that they should see him walk away from a bad situation. He had to
hurry. He took hold of his jacket and, with what he considered to be
a superb show of agility, pounced on the bird. There ensued a whir
of elbows and wings, and for a moment Duncan thought he’d lost
through the wool blend of his trousers, he managed to wrap the
jacket over the bird’s head. Darkness calmed it down while Duncan
restrained its wings with the sleeves. He was breathing hard by the
time he collapsed against a barnacled rock with the neat package of
you,” he said. He readjusted his glasses, then dug around in his pants
pocket for his cell phone.
“Josefa, I’m on Seacrest’s beach with a gull for you—bring a
cage and a Band-Aid.”
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story relating to environmental issues.

“…a stellar model of eco-literature…”
—Cape Ann Beacon
“…witty, profound, and beautifully observed…”
—Margot Livesey
“Hart’s Maine landscape is rich with eccentric characters…
—Mameve Medwed
“[Float] is all of these things: joyful and troubling, hilarious
—Stefanie Freele, Necessary Fiction

One
Léa scanned the menu desperately in search of an escape
route. She’d come to Paris for the day expecting to meet
with her high school classmate at the bank where he worked.
Instead, he’d suggested they discuss her request over lunch at
a traditional brasserie on Boulevard Saint-Germain.
There was a pizza on the menu, but the prospect of picking
out all the bits of ham by hand didn’t hold much appeal. It
was a relief, then, when she spotted a goat-cheese salad among
the starters.
“We’re out of goat cheese,” the waiter told her.
She bit her lip and looked back down at the menu. The
lunch service was in full swing, and her old classmate, whom
she hadn’t seen for ages, had ordered a steak and was now
devouring their complimentary basket of potato chips. At
length, she made her choice.
“I’ll have the mixed-greens salad with ham and crudités,
but without the ham.” The waiter raised an eyebrow, then
went away, leaving her face-to-face with Jean-Claude’s silk
tie and questioning look. “Uh … I’m allergic to ham,” she
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mumbled, embarrassed.
Were there any known cases of ham allergy? Perhaps not,
but it was only a partial lie. Ham truly disgusted her, especially
now that she had a pet miniature pig named Charline. JeanClaude, who was gifted with neither tact nor perceptiveness,
began describing his boundless passion for Iberian acorn-fed
ham, a delicacy he treated himself to every time he went to
Spain.
“You should put that on your menu! It’d be a hit.”
Visions of pigs’ legs hanging in an outdoor market came
to Léa’s mind. Maybe it was because the way they were lined
up made her think of chorus girls in a music-hall show, but
after a while they’d started to look like human legs to her.
But Léa’s trouble with meat had begun much earlier. When
she was ten, her grandparents had given her a baby chick.
She raised it lovingly until the day her father, noticing her
charge’s robust health and thick plumage, transformed it into
a chicken potpie. Although she’d seemed to have gotten over
this early trauma fairly quickly, the incident had left its mark.
Jean-Claude looked her straight in the eye. “To be honest,
I never would’ve imagined you as a restaurant owner. Or
living way out in Rennes.”
Nobody would have imagined her as a restaurant owner
(or chef—she was also the one working the stove). A brilliant
student, she’d graduated from high school with honors at the
age of sixteen. That was when things had gotten a bit messed
up: She began fine arts studies, but it took her four years
to realize that art wasn’t her true calling. She found herself
unemployed and without a degree, much to her parents’
dismay. Jean-Claude was only assuming what everyone else
had—that she’d botched things up. Another handful of chips
went down the hatch.
“An organic restaurant, too!” he added, giving her a
strange look.
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He could disparage organic food all he liked, she thought,
as long as he didn’t catch on to the rest. She now regretted not
lying outright and describing La Dame Verte as a restaurant
serving traditional fare. Thanks to her ridiculous scruples,
she now found herself on thin ice. At stake was a loan of
fifteen thousand euros—a crucial amount if she was to stay
in business.
The waiter appeared with the steak and salad. “Since you
didn’t want ham, we gave you tuna.”
“Huh?” She paled but immediately grasped that if she
didn’t want to give herself away, she had only a half-second to
recover. “Well, then! Thank you very much.”
She began to imagine how surprised Jean-Claude would
be—and the chain of events that would ensue—if, heaven
forbid, she were to leave the fish untouched.
Another allergy?
Actually, I’m a vegetarian.
Ve—vegetarian?
At that point, the jig would be up, and she could forget
about the loan. What bank would be crazy enough to
finance a vegetarian restaurant? And even imagining that
Jean-Claude were an open-minded, eco-conscious, new-age
banker, she wouldn’t be able to avoid that same tired old line
of questioning.
Ah! But I thought vegetarians ate fish.
Nope.
Not even teeny tiny mini-shrimp?
Have you ever seen fish growing in a garden? she would
retort, ignoring his attempt to annoy her. Or seafood sprouting
from tree branches?
From the way he beamed as he carved up his steak, it
was clear that Jean-Claude was a die-hard carnivore. But what
about some nice foie gras sautéed with chanterelle mushrooms?
he would probably say next, in the discussion playing out in
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Léa’s mind. Or baked duck with olives? Or stewed rabbit? Not
even a roast chicken?
The argument that would follow might vary slightly in
the details, but it would generally go something like this:
He would ask if she had any nutritional deficiencies, and she
would say no, she was very healthy. He would reply okay, fine,
but people have been eating meat since prehistoric times, and
without meat in our diet, our brain would never have reached
its current size. She would inform him that it was not the
eating of meat but the invention of cooking—which increased
the energy we could extract from food and thus freed us from
constantly searching for calories—that led our brains to grow
bigger than those of our ape-like ancestors. Try reading a few
science magazines, she would add.
He would get worked up and protest that humans were
at the top of the food chain. She would tell him that this
idea wouldn’t have convinced the early Christian martyrs in
the lion’s dens. He would assert that like any other animal,
man was a predator and had the right to take his prey. She
would compliment him for placing people on the same level as
animals; after all, did we not share 98.7 percent of our genetic
code with the bonobo and 95 percent with the pig?
This comparison of human and non-human animals
would irritate Jean-Claude even further. He would accuse
her and her ilk of preventing people from enjoying their food
with their moralizing talk about animal suffering. Anyway,
could she show him scientific proof that it doesn’t hurt carrots
to pull them out of the ground? She would challenge him
to locate the carrot’s central nervous system—he could win
a Nobel Prize! He would ask what she would do if her plane
crashed in the Andes mountains and all she had to eat was a
can of pork and beans. Vegetarianism wasn’t a religion, she
would reply—just a life choice—and she wouldn’t refuse to
make an exception if extreme circumstances warranted it. She
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would then point out that the meat industry was destroying
the environment. He would call her an extremist and claim
that she cared more about battery hens than starving children.
Showering him with facts and figures, she would establish
the direct connection between the meat industry, the overexploitation of agricultural resources, and world hunger.
Finally, out of arguments, Jean-Claude would go back
to nutritional deficiencies and say that vegetarians had low
sex drives because they didn’t get enough vitamins. Yes, she
would agree, they were all pale, anemic and impotent—just
look at the hundreds of millions of vegetarians living in India.
Exasperated, he would remind her that Hitler didn’t eat meat.
Correct, just like Tolstoy, Leonardo de Vinci, and Einstein,
she would counter. He would accuse her of being under the
influence of a guru and continue along those lines until she
stood up and smacked him on the face. It didn’t take much
sometimes.
She stuck her fork into a piece of tuna, which was
undoubtedly contaminated with mercury. In any case, from
her long experience, she knew that nobody gave up meat
just because of a conversation. There had to be a certain
predisposition, plus a triggering event or lucky coincidence.
As with Paul McCartney, who was eating lamb one day when
he looked out the window and saw some young sheep capering
around in a meadow. But that wasn’t all. In Léa’s view,
vegetarianism was to food what love was to sex. The same
relationship existed between a greasy hamburger and a terrine
of grilled vegetables with arugula pesto and grilled almonds
as between a porno movie and Romeo and Juliet. Would JeanClaude agree? His plate looked like a battlefield. A mound of
green beans had resisted all attacks from his fork, while some
distance away, a piece of bone and a few chunks of fat lay in
a pool of blood. She half-expected him to order steak tartare
for dessert. And she wondered what he would think if he were
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to try the rice-milk, white almond butter, and medjool date
panna cotta she served at La Dame Verte. Most people had no
idea of the nutritional benefits or exquisite flavors vegetarian
cuisine had to offer. The catch was that if Jean-Claude ever
came to her restaurant, he would see how empty it was, and
… good-bye, fifteen thousand euros. No—she needed to be
patient, clever, and tolerant. And then, wiping the red juice
from his lips with a napkin, Jean-Claude really went and did
it.
“Nice and rare, just the way I like it. Seriously, I don’t
understand those vegetarians. Gotta be stupid.”

6

Two
Was Mathieu in love with Astrid Nedelec, or was it just
a case of strong sexual attraction? He had just answered the
fourteen questions of the True Love Test, which he’d found in
a magazine, and the result seemed incontestable.
I would be deeply despondent if she left me. Hard to say,
since they hadn’t yet slept together, but he supposed so. On a
scale of one to nine, he’d give this a five.
I sometimes feel I am obsessed with her; I can’t think of
anything else. Yes, he was obsessed with her, but more physically
than otherwise. Three out of nine.
Making her happy brings me joy. He liked working with
her, but no, he wouldn’t get up at night to get her a hot-water
bottle. Two out of nine.
I would rather spend my time with her than with anyone
else. Of course—at least in Rennes, where he didn’t know
anyone. Three out of nine.
I’ d be jealous if I thought she was interested in someone else.
Nine out of nine. He was still a human being with feelings,
after all.
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I long to know everything about her. Let’s not get carried
away. She was intelligent, but not very imaginative or
interested in many things. Three out of nine.
I desire her in every way—physically, emotionally, and
mentally. Physically, yes; emotionally, yes; but only because
of his involuntary solitude. And mentally? He didn’t get it.
Again, three out of nine.
I have an endless need for affection from her. Chéri, his
grandmother’s Chihuahua, came to mind as someone who
had an endless need for affection. Two out of nine.
She is the perfect romantic partner for me. The word
romantic made him uncomfortable. And anyway, he couldn’t
answer until he had slept with her. For now he would put five
out of nine.
I feel my body responding when I’m close to her. Nine out of
nine—physically, Astrid was his type. Just shaking her hand
put him in quite a state.
She’s constantly on my mind. By playing with the words
a bit, he could have put nine out of nine, since work was
always on his mind, and the two—his work and Astrid—were
inextricably linked, but that would have skewed the results.
Two out of nine.
I want her to know everything about me—my thoughts,
fears, and desires. Yikes! A slippery slope that could lead to
marriage. One out of nine.
I eagerly look for signs of her desire for me. He wasn’t looking
for anything, but he was quite pleased by the obvious interest
she showed. He was even pretty sure that she’d left her ex
because of him. Five out of nine.
I become very depressed when there’s a problem in my
relationship with her. He wasn’t a sociopath, so as a matter
of course, he preferred to maintain a good relationship with
everyone. Five out of nine. That made a total of fifty-seven
points. Even adding ten points to make up for the cynicism
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inherent to the male condition, he was still far from the
maximum score of 126.
A jolting of the train shook him from his thoughts, and
he noticed that they were approaching Montparnasse station.
The first-class car was full of top executives from Rennes who,
like him, were traveling to Paris for the biannual international
food innovation trade fair. Mathieu tried to imagine how they
would rate on the True Love Test and wondered how they
would react if he were to speak to them about his problem
with women. Problem? He went to the restroom to freshen
up. In the mirror he saw a man with broad shoulders, dark
hair, brown eyes, and a large and slightly crooked nose—the
kind of imperfection, he thought, that distinguishes you from
ordinary mortals. He was brimming with testosterone and,
despite having always had an active sex life, he’d never had the
slightest technical difficulty in bed. And Astrid Nedelec, the
communications director and daughter of the big boss, was
infatuated with him. So … what problem?
Jean-Sylvain, Astrid’s cousin, had already arrived at the
Nedelec Pork stand and was briefing the stand attendants.
That’s the trouble with family businesses, Mathieu thought.
The roles aren’t well defined, and a young and inexperienced
financial officer can stick his nose anywhere he wants. Mathieu
sighed and went over to shake his hand.
“I’m looking for Astrid,” he said.
“She’s late again,” replied Jean-Sylvain coldly.
Was it because of his great height that this moron looked
down on everyone? Jean-Sylvain didn’t have so much to be
proud of, Mathieu thought. His main strong point—the only
one, in fact—was his ability to pinch pennies. Exhibit A: the
jackets that were too short for him and the abominable cheap
colognes he was always drenched in. In any case, Mathieu
had no desire to spend any more time than necessary with
this rookie.
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Mathieu went off to explore the aisles of the trade fair.
The competition had outdone itself this year: sprayable olive
oil, squirtable cheese, wine jellies, deer-testicle chewing gum,
Tex-Mex tripe, morel mushroom butter, and other amazing
things. One thing was sure—he loved the agrifoods industry. It
was a dynamic and innovative sector, and he was a highly
imaginative workaholic. When he’d left Paris to become
category manager at Nedelec Pork in Rennes, the company
was producing only fresh sausage, smoked and unsmoked
ham, andouille sausage, dried sausage, and traditional
white sausage. Excellent products but a bit outdated, and
distributed without any real strategy. In his first six months
there, Mathieu had boosted sales in large and medium-sized
supermarkets and, trespassing on the previous marketing
director’s territory, proposed the creation of a garlic-flavored
cocktail sausage. And bingo! The cocktail sausage was a hit
at stores all over France. Fabrizia, the marketing director,
was thanked and shown the door. Mathieu was given her job
and the never-ending resentment of Jean-Sylvain, who’d had
almost as much of a crush on the pretty Italian woman as he
did. He thought back wistfully to Fabrizia’s devastating smile,
her high-heeled boots, and the rivalry between them that did
not preclude a certain attraction.
His cell phone rang, putting an end to his reverie.
“Hello, Mathieu!” The silky voice belonged to Astrid. Her
meeting at Bill & Burton, their PR agency, was likely to take
longer than expected, and a crew from the local news station
would be stopping at their stand at eleven o’clock to film a
short segment. She didn’t know if she would get there in time.
“Would it make you nervous to be on camera?” she asked.
“Are you kidding? My backup career plan was to become
a game-show host.”
She broke out laughing. “You men and your delusions
of grandeur!” Then she took on a more serious tone. “But
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you have to be careful, you know. This isn’t Questions for a
Champion. The media can be real sadists sometimes.”
“Don’t you worry about a thing.”
“Okay, great. If I’m not there in time, marketing gets
interviewed and no one else.”
He could have kissed her. What she meant was that JeanSylvain, the cousin that she cherished almost as much as he did,
was not to be allowed near the microphone. Mathieu headed
back toward the stand, whistling a little tune, but stopped in
his tracks when he caught sight of Auguste Nedelec’s colossal
frame towering over the crowd. Oh, no! What was Astrid’s
dad doing there? Wasn’t he supposed to be taking a week off
because of his health problems?
“Astrid will be furious, but I couldn’t resist. I jumped on
the first train,” Auguste announced with a jovial smile that
thrust his wide chin forward.
Mathieu realized the interview had just slipped through
his fingers. Damn it! Not to mention the additional market
share the chief executive officer was about to make them lose.
Although he had masterfully transformed a modest butcher
shop in downtown Rennes into a prosperous family business,
he wasn’t exactly a stellar spokesperson. Mathieu nevertheless
felt affection for this self-made man, workaholic, and … his
future father-in-law? He admired the patriarch, who had
gotten his start as an apprentice pork butcher at age thirteen,
for remaining down-to-earth even after becoming head of the
company. Between meetings, for example, Auguste liked to
pop into the cutting room, an eight-inch knife in hand, and
carve up a few carcasses. But the mere thought of Auguste
meeting his mother’s second husband, a very buttoned-down
CEO of a yogurt multinational, made Mathieu cringe.
The France 3 television crew arrived at eleven o’clock, and
the reporter began her interview with a predictable enough
question.
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“What new products will you be unveiling at this year’s
show?”
Auguste puffed up with pride. “After the very successful
launch of our garlic cocktail sausage, we’re competing for the
Industry Gold Award with a new product that I think will
create quite a stir: a wild-berry sausage.”
Mathieu lamented not being in Auguste’s place. Like the
cocktail sausage, the wild-berry sausage was his baby. He’d
had the idea upon returning home from his summer vacation
and finding nothing in the kitchen but an old piece of sausage
and a package of frozen blueberries. With this new product,
he hoped to oust Jean-Sylvain from his place as the company’s
unofficial number two.
Monopolizing the microphone, Auguste was now saying
that thanks to its integrated livestock operations, Nedelec Pork
was one of the few firms in the sector that could guarantee full
traceability for its products. Knowing how eager journalists
could be for sensationalism, Mathieu foresaw an incident of
some kind. The next question removed all doubt.
“What do you say to those who accuse livestock farmers of
spreading swine flu, mistreating animals, and contaminating
the groundwater?”
Blood rushed to the CEO’s cheeks. When he spoke, his
booming voice acquired a few more decibels. “First of all,
who’s suggesting such claptrap?”
“Environmental groups, animal welfare activists,
vegetarians—”
“Vegetarians!” shouted Auguste.
“Yes, people who refuse to eat meat.” The reporter looked
ready to dodge a physical assault.
“I know who they are!” Auguste’s face blazed fiery red. At
this moment, he looked as if he would gladly have shredded
this impudent hussy’s stomach and intestines into ribbons,
pickled them, and stuffed them into casing made from her
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own behind. Mathieu could see this as clearly as he could
predict the old man’s imminent catastrophic gaffe. And his
sixth sense did not fail him.
“Listen, no carrot-munching ayatollahs are going to tell
us what to do!” And he thrust a finger toward some visitors
sampling meat products at his stand. “Look at these people.
Are they murderers? Dangerous criminals? Do I look like a
criminal to you, little lady?”
Carrot-munching ayatollahs—now he’d really done it.
Before moving to Rennes, Mathieu hadn’t had any
special opinion of vegetarians. At best, he’d viewed them
as little green men from another galaxy with indecipherable
intentions. But after seeing them on TV blocking the paths
of trucks transporting hogs to slaughter here in the region
of Brittany, he’d become aware of the danger they presented.
Malnourished and aggressive hippies, clearly in some sort of
sect, knowing no limits in their efforts to convert the world to
herbivorism. But to say as much on TV—Auguste had clearly
lost his marbles.
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Three
At La Dame Verte, chandeliers made out of metal wheels
adorned with wooden spoons lit up a dining room empty
of customers but full of round tables and freshly repainted
chairs. On the counter, an old cash register, restored at great
expense, provided a retro touch.
Léa shivered in the cold air of the dining room. She
dropped her purse on the floor, poured herself a glass of wine,
and sighed. To think that she’d hoped to find a customer, at
least one, dining here tonight! What an idiot she was.
She’d tried to give La Dame Verte a unique kind of
décor, combining vintage and recycled items. But how ugly
these placemats made from old corks were, when you really
looked at them. As for the set of copper saucepans hanging
from the bicycle wheels on the ceiling—where had she gotten
such an absurd idea? Why hadn’t she followed the lead of
most vegetarian restaurants, which usually opted either for
incense-perfumed Indian themes, or a horticultural look with
nightmarishly large fruit and vegetable moldings?
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True, her kitchen equipment would have inspired envy in
a chef of a three-star restaurant, but her eyes had been bigger
than her stomach. The custom-built oven, industrial bainmarie unit, and electric tilting kettle had swallowed up half
of her savings by themselves. She had enough utensils and
cake molds to meet the needs of a dinner rush at the fanciest
Parisian restaurant. Another mistake was the costly granite
work surface. Why hadn’t she opted for Carrara marble from
Tuscany while she was at it?
She pushed the kitchen door open and was annoyed to
see a young woman in an apron sitting in a corner, a tub of
potatoes at her feet. Very pale in complexion, her red hair
twisted into a bun and secured with a silver, dolphin-shaped
barrette, she was lost in a magazine article.
“Hi, Pervenche. What’re you reading?”
“An interview with David Lynch about transcendental
meditation.”
“Ah.” In that case, the potatoes can certainly wait, thought
Léa, forcing herself not to make the remark out loud. “Aren’t
you going to ask me how it went in Paris?”
“You didn’t even say why you were going.”
“I didn’t? Sorry. It was to ask for a loan.”
“And?”
“And … next time I go to a bank, it’ll be to rob it.” She
thought back to Jean-Claude’s face when, instead of smacking
it, she had treated him to her usual long-winded speech on
vegetarianism.
“Annica,” replied Pervenche. That was her favorite word.
In Pali, an ancient language of India, it meant that everything
is impermanent, ephemeral.
“Yes, I should keep things in perspective. After all, I could
have fallen out of the TGV at one hundred fifty miles an hour,
but I didn’t.”
A bubbling sound and a pleasant aroma of spices emanated
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from a stock pot on the stove. Léa leaned over to smell it, then
fished out a ball of grayish matter and tasted it.
“Don’t you think it needs a little more carob flour?”
“Listen, I’ve agreed to cook that stuff, but don’t count on
me to eat it.”
You’d think I asked her to make rabbit fricassee or veal
tenderloin, Léa thought irritably, doing her best to open her
chakras. This “stuff,” as Pervenche called it, was made from
tofu, wheat gluten, almonds, celery, and other completely
plant-based ingredients. Léa had had the idea the previous
night, in one of the creative flashes that sometimes came to
her when she couldn’t sleep. She’d calculated that putting
imitation meat like this sausage on her menu would bring
in more customers. But Pervenche, of course, was against it.
Honestly, she didn’t know why she’d hired that girl. Sure,
she accepted the pitifully low wages, but under her placid
exterior she had real problems with authority and would drag
her feet whenever Léa asked her to do the slightest thing. In
the language of psychology, she was passive-aggressive—in
other words, the nightmare of any business owner. As for
Pervenche’s dietary ideology, she was more skeptical of Léa’s
menu than even a regular omnivore would be. The idea of a
tofu “sausage,” seitan “steak,” or vegetarian “kebabs” bothered
her because of the reference to what she called not “meat” but
“animal cadavers.” Since humans had been gatherers before
becoming hunters, Pervenche considered imitation meat
products as unbearable dictates, an encouragement of what
she saw as the “ideology of meat as a necessity.”
Léa added the carob flour herself, then asked coldly,
“Where’s Charline?” Charline, her miniature pig, was Léa’s
closest friend for two hundred miles.
“She’s upstairs sleeping,” replied Pervenche.
“Did you give her those bottles I left in the fridge?”
“Of course,” replied Pervenche, looking at her
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reproachfully. “Although I don’t understand how you can give
her cow’s milk!”
A sudden desire to drive a Hummer, smoke Cuban cigars,
and add T-bone steaks to the restaurant’s menu came over Léa.
She couldn’t resist. “If you know of a sow willing to donate
some milk, let me know. Someone in your family surely has
one?”
Pervenche’s face turned pale. She flung off her apron and
stormed out of the room. Weighed down with disappointment,
fatigue, and now remorse, Léa turned off the burner and went
up to her apartment above the restaurant.
Her dream had always been to live in a vintage setting,
and she’d definitely gotten what she wanted. Both the
furniture and the moths were antique. A smell of dank,
humid wood and mildew hung about in the hallway. The
floorboards tended to come unglued, and she would soon be
able to admire the landscape with the window shutters closed,
thanks to the growing cracks in the wall. In the office, her
laptop computer sat on a trestle table, surrounded by recipes
and loose sheets of paper on which she scribbled ideas for
new dishes and other thoughts. The bedroom, painted blue,
smelled of lavender and the bohemian life. A jogging outfit
was collecting dust on a hanger behind the door, and a Jamie
Oliver cookbook, Rock’n Roll Cuisine, lay on the nightstand.
Two bookshelves—one full of novels, the other art history
books—occupied part of the wall, and an abstract painting
by her mother filled the space above the bed. Every time she
contemplated this remarkable work of art, she felt a kind of
support, an encouragement to keep on going.
She finally found Charline in the bathroom drinking
water from a basin she’d placed under the leaking toilet tank.
Although a member of the pig family, she was no bigger than
a puppy. Léa had always had a soft spot for pigs, as she did
for wolves and crows—all of them unloved, misunderstood,
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and unclassifiable animals. Pigs were the only non-ruminant
animal with cloven hooves, and their intelligence placed them
far ahead of dogs and cats and just behind chimpanzees,
orangutans, and elephants. Saddled with an unfair reputation
for laziness, pigs were actually able to run at nearly thirty miles
per hour and swim so well that sailors used to bring them on
their sea voyages, knowing that they always headed straight for
land in the event of a shipwreck. Their internal organs were so
similar to humans’ that a sow could host a pregnant woman’s
embryo during a surgery. If certain religions prohibited the
consumption of pork, it was not only for health reasons but
because of this disturbing resemblance. And yet …
Charline looked up at her mistress, who bent down and
took her into her arms. The black creature wriggled with
happiness, her long, straight tail swishing back and forth, and
the tears Léa had been holding back for hours now found their
release. “We’ll get through this,” she said, sobbing. “You’ll see.
I promise you we’ll get through this.”
Charline rose up on Léa’s forearms and nuzzled her neck
with a moist and comforting snout.
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When the land has nothing left for men who
ravage everything, they scour the sea.
— Tacitus

Part I

Angela
In darkness, Angela ascended the winding gravel road. She
carried a flashlight, but she kept it off. She knew the path well.
The Clouds of Magellan illuminated the white bellies of
penguins crossing up ahead. Most stood at the side of the road
and watched her pass, their heads waving from side to side.
When one brayed, the high-pitched hee-hawing of a donkey,
the others responded in kind, forming a gantlet of noise. It
was mating season at Punta Verde, and the males were rowdy.
At the crest of the hill, the road veered right and
continued for half a mile to the vast empty parking lot where
tourist buses and taxicabs disbursed their cargo during the
day. Angela continued straight, onto soft dirt and dry patches
of grass, sidestepping the prickly quilembai bushes and the
cavelike penguin burrows. She stopped at the top of the hill
and scanned the wide, arching horizon of the South Atlantic
Ocean. A gust of wind nudged her from behind, and she
leaned back into it, her eyes tracking slowly from left to right.
The moon, about to rise, gave the sky an expectant glow. She
looked for the telltale lights of passing ships but saw nothing
but the stars.
He should be back by now.
The last she heard from him was a week ago. He was
off the coast of Brazil and headed south, only eighty miles
north of here. She had reviewed the weather charts, but there
were no Atlantic surges, no last-second squalls that may have
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pushed him off course, delaying his return. Perhaps he wanted
to stay close to the others. Perhaps he was simply taking his
time. Each day, she invented another scenario for why he was
not on her shore, carefully ignoring the more rational, more
depressing scenarios.
She was only supposed to trek up here once a week, a
routine she’d once welcomed, a break from the camp. But
when she lost contact, she began visiting nightly. Not that
she would see him. But perhaps she would see something to
explain his absence.
A star crested the horizon. She watched patiently as the
light strengthened and inched from right to left, south to
north. It was probably a fishing trawler headed for Puerto
Madryn, returning from the Southern Ocean, its cavities
stuffed with writhing fish and krill and the inevitable, underreported bycatch. She felt her stomach tighten.
The moon began to bleed out over the water, erasing the
ship from view. Angela sat down in the cold dirt and waited. A
penguin brushed past her sleeve on his way to an empty nest,
where he stood sentry. He, too, was waiting, demonstrating
his fealty for a female not yet returned, as well as guarding
his home. Every year, the males were the first to arrive at
Punta Verde to claim their old nests, under bushes or on the
pockmarked hills, in burrows carved into earth. A hundred
thousand of them, in a slow-motion land rush, scrambling
over this nine-mile stretch of scrubland that hugged the ocean.
The females took their time at sea, gorging themselves on
sardines and squid, gathering their strength for the six-month
breeding season that awaited them, emerging from the water
two weeks, give or take, after the males. Fashionably late.
And if they were fortunate, if everything aligned, their mates
were waiting at their burrows, their homes clean and dry, new
twigs laid out to form a nest.
The males sang when their females returned, and the
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females sang in response. They flapped their wings and dueled
their beaks and circled one another, orbiting, an ancient
bonding ritual, an anniversary.
But the penguin standing silently next to Angela would
have no reason to sing this year. Of this she was certain. It was
simply too late. The females that would arrive had long ago
arrived. Chicks were already entering the world, some taking
their first unsteady steps. In a few short months, it would be
time for everyone to disappear back into the sea.
Perhaps this penguin was in denial, unwilling to accept
his loss, or perhaps he was merely stubborn. Angela preferred
to imagine the latter. He would stand by that empty nest until
the end of the breeding season, and next year he would return
and seek out a new mate. An empty nest rarely stayed empty
for long. Angela often wondered if penguins mourn the
missing, but universities don’t award grants to answer those
types of questions.
He should be back by now.
Angela waited another hour, until there were no more
lights on the water. She looked one more time at the penguin
at his nest, then stood and made her way, flashlight off, back
down the hill.
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Robert
After the drinks and the dinner service, after the lights
were dimmed and the curtains pulled, Robert extracted the
television screen from the armrest of his business-class seat.
He was not interested in the movies. He switched the channel
to the flight tracker—a cartoonish map of the Gulf of Mexico
with a little white plane suspended above, pointed south,
creeping toward the tip of Colombia. Every few seconds,
the screen refreshed itself, updating Robert on the air speed,
altitude, distance traveled, time remaining. The dispassionate
data comforted him, reminding him that he was making
progress, that he was not lost.
He leaned his head back and closed his eyes, hoping to
join the symphony of snoring bodies in the darkness around
him. But he rarely slept in public. On those rare trips when his
body did relent, he would often jerk awake wildly disoriented,
spilling drinks and alarming neighbors—a side effect of a life
spent constantly on guard. And then there were those rarer
occasions when a flight attendant would awaken him to stop
his shouting—a side effect of something worse.
Robert opened his eyes, sat up, and took a deep breath.
He would not sleep tonight. Instead, he’d spend the next
seven hours and forty-three minutes watching a little white
plane inch its way to Buenos Aires. He didn’t mind; at least it
would be a quiet night, bathed in the blue glow of the flight
tracker, his guardian compass, his night-light.
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The light did not bother the woman passed out in the
window seat next to him. If only she could have stayed awake
a few hours longer. Dina. A cute but unnaturally tan woman
in pink sweats. She was a model from Dallas on her way to
Argentina for breast implants.
“They’re cheaper there,” Dina told him after the drinks
were served. “And the surgeons are world-class.”
She flirted with him, drunk on pisco sours. He told
her he was in sales, a safe cover. Up here, in business class,
almost everyone was in sales. Up here, he could have been
anyone, which was why he lived for these brief moments of
recess, acting out the role of someone else high above the
Earth, moments when he could imagine life as a civilian,
unburdened by the nasty ways of the world, drinking pisco
sours with Dina from Dallas.
She told him he should be a model, another cover he once
used. She ran a hand through his dark hair. He ordered more
drinks. He said her before breasts looked perfect as is. She gave
him her business card and invited him to Dallas to test-drive
the after.
For effect, Robert had opened his laptop, pretending to
read sales reports. As if to taunt him, the computer too had
fallen asleep. He checked to make sure Dina was still out,
then poked the laptop awake. He studied up on the agent he
was to meet in Buenos Aires, Lynda Madigan. She would be
his partner for the duration of the assignment. Robert didn’t
want a partner, let alone an agent he didn’t know, but he
needed an interpreter, and she spoke fluent Spanish.
He imagined Lynda looking through a similar file, one
on him, and he wondered what else Gordon, their boss, might
have told her. Though they were all in the business of keeping
secrets, Robert didn’t want to share any of his. But even
Gordon didn’t know everything that had happened five years
ago. Robert kept those other memories to himself, hoping
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that he could somehow suffocate them. Instead, he ended up
preserving them, perhaps all too well.
Now, as he leaned his head back in his seat, he felt the
memories returning. He could see the slowly undulating
horizon of ice as he hovered low behind the controls of a
helicopter, looking for a Zodiac, a break in the ice, a bright
red parka.
As the clouds had descended, so had he, landing on a low,
tabular iceberg. He left the engine running and stepped onto
the ice. The fog surrounded him, leaving his eyes with little
to do but dilate. He started off into the white emptiness, arms
out in front, chasing every change in hue, hopeful that he was
headed in the right direction, though in reality he was lost
in any direction. When the engine noise faded, he called her
name, hearing only wind in response.
The ice had begun to shift, growing pliable. He looked
down to see the tops of his boots bathed in blue water. The
iceberg was descending. He hopped onto a neighboring berg
and called her name again, louder. This ice, too, became
unsteady, so he hurried to the next iceberg, then the next.
The icebergs, once joined together like a completed puzzle,
had begun to separate, revealing expanding rivers of indigo,
until Robert found himself stranded on a lone sheet of ice, his
feet now immersed in the subzero water. He could no longer
hear the helicopter. He screamed her name, his ankles now
underwater, its icy grip working its way up his calves, then his
thighs, and he whispered her name, prepared for the end, to
be with her again, then his chest, then his arms—
Robert opened his eyes to see Dina, leaning over him, her
hands gripping his shoulders.
“What?” he asked.
“You were shouting,” she said.
Robert looked at the flight tracker—two hours and
thirteen minutes remained until landing, the little white plane
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hovering over the southern half of Brazil. Dina took her seat
again, and Robert reached for a water bottle. He wiped the
perspiration from his face. He sat up and noticed the blinking
eyes in the darkness around him. He picked up his laptop
from the floor and turned to Dina. “I’m sorry.”
“That’s okay,” she said. “Who’s Noa?”
Robert didn’t answer. He had already opened his laptop,
pretending to read sales reports.
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Angela
Angela watched her assistant extend the gancho, a long
piece of rebar that was hooked at the end, into the burrow.
Doug was on his knees, face to the ground, squinting into the
tiny entrance, nudging the male so he could get a better view
of the five-digit number on the stainless steel band wrapped
around the penguin’s left flipper.
“Three four six two seven,” Doug shouted over the wind.
Doug was in his mid-twenties and, like most naturalists
his age, looked more the part than old-timers like Angela,
his senior by a decade. While she stomped around in worn
tennis shoes and faded, thrift-shop khakis, he was a walking
REI catalog: waterproof boots, camouflage pants with
more pockets than objects to fill them, an Indiana Jones
hat shoving his messy blond hair down over his ears, a blue
bandanna around his neck. He was the type of assistant—
You say assistant, I say wingman, Doug liked to say—that
kept Angela’s program running year after year, fresh from
the classroom and eager for an unpaid adventure. Too young
still to find the trip down here tedious—the ten-hour flight
to Buenos Aires, the two-hour flight to Trelew, the four-hour
bus ride on a gravel road to the research station. And it wasn’t
much of a research station at that: two cinder-block huts, one
shower, and a public restroom they shared with the tourists
who stopped to pay their admission fees and to shop for
postcards and key chains.
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Angela studied Magellanic penguins, named by Ferdinand
Magellan in the sixteenth century when the Europeans were
busy naming the planet after themselves. At last count,
Punta Verde was populated by 200,000 breeding pairs—a
count Angela was in the process of updating. The Magellanic
species was the largest of the warm-weather penguins, its beak
reaching the height of an adult human’s knee, its dominant
features the black upside-down horseshoe mark on its white
belly and a circular white stripe that curved up either side
of its neck to its eyes. Each penguin had a different pattern
of black spots on its belly that tourists often mistook for
dirt. This was not the penguin to inspire movies or stuffed
animals—it was not as majestic as an emperor, nor as colorful
as a macaroni. It lived in the dirt and the muck of wet spring
days, snapped at hands that got too close, and often honked
incessantly, emitting the sounds of a donkey, earning it the
nickname jackass penguin. But even jackasses needed people
to look after them.
“You get that?” Doug asked.
“Three four six two seven,” Angela repeated back
without looking up. She leafed through her notebook, her
little black-and-white book, as she called it, looking for the
five-digit number. She’d tagged thousands of birds over her
fifteen years at Punta Verde; every penguin fitted with a tag
was listed here, with a number, place, and date. Yet despite
such a wealth of data, most numbers were entered once and
never again revisited. Tagging a penguin was akin to putting
a note in a bottle, tossing it out to sea, and waiting for it to
return. At night. It wasn’t enough for the penguins to come
home; Angela also had to find each one, among thousands
and thousands of nests.
“Did you hear that?” Doug asked.
“Hear what?”
“Sounded like an engine. A boat engine.”
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Angela looked up and tilted her head back and forth.
“Must be the wind,” she said. She returned to her book.
“Red dot?” Doug asked, hopefully.
Angela didn’t answer right away. While finding a tagged
bird was not as statistically significant as winning the lottery,
it certainly felt that way at times—and the greatest jackpot of
all was when they discovered a red-dot bird.
A red-dot bird was a known-age bird, one that had been
tagged the year it was born and hadn’t been seen since. Young
penguins typically spent four to seven years at sea before they
reached breeding age and returned to their colonies. Yet not
all penguins returned, and the reasons had been haunting
researchers for years. Because red-dot birds had been tracked
since birth, Angela and the other naturalists knew more about
them than about any other tagged bird—and they still wished
they knew more. But they took what they could get, recorded
what they could measure. Whether five years or twenty had
passed, finding a red-dot bird always felt like a family reunion.
But she was beginning to hope that this bird was not a
red dot. She was reluctant to let Doug handle the bird, even
though she knew he was due. It was the natural order of
things, for researchers to pass on their knowledge and skills.
Once they found a red dot, they had to weigh it, then measure
its feet and the density of feathers around its eyes.
Doug hadn’t yet weighed a penguin, and once he did,
it would be one less thing he needed to learn from her. One
less reason to join her on these trips. One day closer to not
needing her at all. Not that he’d ever needed her to begin
with. The life of a naturalist was a lonely one, spent more with
animals than with people. This was what Angela had wanted,
and at thirty-six, she did not harbor any illusions about having
children—the birds were children enough—but she did have
her illusions about Doug.
Over the past few weeks, Angela had adopted him as she
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had the birds. Every morning, she was first out of the dining
hall to select her assistant and set out for the day’s assignment.
Doug was always out there waiting for her, a smile on his
tanned face, while the other assistants were still cocooned
in their sleeping bags or brushing their teeth in the public
restroom. She knew by now not to anthropomorphize the
penguins, but she could not help projecting her attraction onto
Doug. That he was simply an early riser did not dampen her
belief that he had developed a crush on her, and that perhaps
when he no longer needed her, he would still accompany her.
A comforting thought, particularly since they had indeed
discovered a red-dot bird.
She looked at Doug and nodded.
“Kick ass!” Doug leapt to his feet and emptied his brown
backpack of a caliper, handheld scale, and nylon strap.
This one had been tagged five years ago. Finally ready
to breed, this penguin was probably in his second season at
Verde—returning to his natal colony to make a nest, find a
mate, and begin a ritual that would last another two decades,
if he was fortunate.
During Doug’s first week at Verde, against her better
judgment, Angela had let him extract a penguin from its
burrow. He had only just figured out how to handle the gancho
correctly, and she had been giving him free rein with the birds.
He was so passionate that she could not have refused him the
opportunity. The scrubby hills were like a playground to him,
and she enjoyed looking at the world through his sharp blue
eyes, eyes that would wink at her on occasion across the dining
room, a wink that took a few years off her life. Sometimes she
imagined herself his age again, not yet jaded by the drudgery
of Ph.D. politics.
She’d always kept her hair short, but its deep red color
invited attention. She never doubted her ability to attract
men, only her ability to keep them around. Her life was a
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migratory one—six months here, six months in Boston, the
cycle repeating over and over again. While most women her
age were now cuddling their newborns, she was crouched over
burrows in the relentless southern sun. Her face had begun
showing signs of the mileage, wrinkles to the sides of her eyes,
ridges that caught the dust like snowdrifts.
She remembered the first time she held a penguin in her
hands, a fierce little lapdog, all muscle and motion; felt the
tightly woven feathers; gripped that firm, fibrous neck as his
beak thrashed dangerously about. She remembered the joy of
holding this creature who spent most of his life in the water,
that only for the sake of raising his young bothered to set
food on land, that this gorgeous awkward creation was now
between her two straining hands. She never forgot it. Her
teacher was Shelly, who later recruited her for the job Angela
had now: teaching Doug.
Shelly had waited four weeks before letting Angela handle
a bird, but Angela was not as patient, not as thick-skinned,
and when she first began working with Doug, she was quietly
thrilled to have a handsome young man spending the day with
her. She wanted to be the person that Doug would remember
for the rest of his life. The woman who taught him everything.
The woman who said yes.
Hold the bird, she’d told him that first time. Firmly. Mind
the beak. Grab the neck.
Doug had been bitten so badly he had to be driven to
Trelew for stitches. His natural instinct had been to pull away,
but the penguin’s serrated beak had hooked his flesh tightly
and held fast as Doug tore what was left of his hand away. It
was like a Chinese finger prison, he joked as the doctor sewed
together the sinew of his left hand.
But Angela got what she wanted. He never forgot that day.
Now Doug used the gancho to pull the bird out of the hole
by his feet, then clutched him swiftly by the back of his neck.
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He clasped the neck with unflinching confidence, ensuring
that the bird could not swing around and bite his arm. Angela
slid the strap around the bird’s waist, cinched it, and attached
it to the scale. Then Doug let go.
The bird flapped his wings and snapped at the air as he
twisted in circles. Angela read the weight aloud; Doug entered
it into the notebook. Then Angela grabbed the bird and held
him between her legs, to measure the feet.
The wind shifted. Angela heard an engine cough, coming
up for air between the waves. She looked up, half expecting
to see a boat cresting the hill, then heard a scream. Her own.
The penguin had bitten the skin between her thumb and
forefinger.
“Doug, take hold of the beak,” she said, trying to remain
calm.
Doug fumbled with the bird’s wings, finally grabbing
onto the head and prying the beak apart. Angela snatched
her hand back. The bird squirted out beneath her knees and
retreated to its nest.
Angela’s fingerless ragg glove was shredded, and blood
was beginning to bubble through the crevices and soak
through the fabric.
She started up the hill, toward the sound. Doug followed.
“Where the hell are you going?” she said.
Doug froze.
“We’re not done measuring,” she told him. “Stay here.
Don’t let that bird go anywhere.”
Angela stomped up the hill, angry with herself for making
such an amateur mistake, for letting emotion get in the way
of science.
The first thing she saw as she crested the hill were whitecaps
blown backwards. She felt her body pushed forward by the
stampeding wind, a breeze that had rolled off the Andes and
gathered speed over hundreds of miles of nothing.
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Then she saw him.
A man prostrate on a flat stretch of rocks that extended
two hundred yards away from the beach. The remnants of an
inflatable boat. It looked as if the boat had exploded, sending
him and his belongings in all directions.
She hurried over sand and mussel-covered rocks, the
sound of crunching shells in her ears as she neared him. He
was facedown, a large man in a fluorescent yellow jacket and
an early beard. The waves washed over his legs. She grabbed
his arms and pulled him, as best she could, away from the
water. And it was then that the body stirred and opened its
eyes. He came to, as if from a deep sleep.
“What?” he asked.
“You were in the water.”
“Goddamn piece of shit,” he said, looking around. “The
engine flooded. Wave tossed me.”
Another wave crashed, dragging him across the mussels
into Angela’s shins, nearly taking her down. He spit out
saltwater and looked up at her, confused. She helped him to
his feet, and he leaned on her until they reached sand. She saw
smears of blood on his jacket and arms and neck. She sat him
down, pawing at his clothing, looking for the source.
“You’re hurt,” she said.
“I’m wet.”
“You’re bleeding. You need a doctor.”
“No doctors.”
“But you’re bleeding.”
“There are people looking for me. People who wish to
hurt me. Do you understand?”
She drew away from him. He had the look of a merchant
marine—a reddened face that rarely saw sunscreen and lines
on his forehead and cheeks from a life spent squinting. He
appeared to be in his early forties, and fit. His thick, dark hair
could have used a haircut six weeks ago. He looked her up and
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down in a deliberate way, as if he only just noticed her.
“You’re the one who’s bleeding,” he said.
She glanced down to discover the source of all that blood.
Her ragg glove was saturated and dripping. She felt the sting
of saltwater. She remembered Doug and glanced up the hill,
relieved to see it empty.
“Let me look at it,” he said. She offered up her hand, and
he gently peeled back the moist fabric. “How’d this happen?”
“Penguin.”
He looked up at her. “A penguin did this?”
She nodded. Though his face was sunburned and rough,
his eyes were calm and steady, and for a moment Angela forgot
the pain in her hand.
“And I thought I was having a bad day,” he said.
Now was the time to return to camp and notify the
authorities. Report what she’d seen; stitch her wound;
document items recovered; note coordinates, date, and time.
Normally that was what Angela would have done. She detested
all nationalities of tourists and trespassers.
Yet this man was neither. He was wet and shivering and
needed her help. And she had a soft spot for strays.
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“The Tourist Trail is at once a romance, an adventure story,
an environmental polemic, and a keen study of just how
Phoebe literary journal
“This eco-thriller is a plausible and entertaining pageturner that offers romance, engaging characters, and a
IndieReader
“The Tourist Trail is a testament to how humans and the
—Penguin News Today
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